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HYGEAR was founded out of necessity – struggling to maintain workout 
routines during combat service and constant travel. The result was more 
convenient, motivating and smart ways to workout!

GET CONNECTED

Easily Pair with the HYGEAR App to track workouts, progress 
and goals. As you train, your AI coach personalizes workouts, 
sets new targets and shows your performance.

NEW ARRIVALS
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HYBAR WORKOUT STICK 
Stretch, twist, row or swing by connecting this 

workout stick to the HYGEAR Smart Home Gym. 
The HYBAR comes with two metal anchor points 

and two comfortable hand grips.
HYGEARSTICK

coming soon!

HYGEAR SMART HOME GYM
This all-in-one fitness system pairs premium bands 

made from natural latex with an interactive app that 
monitors workout performance in real time.

HYGEAR1

HYGEAR GEAR GO
The HYGEAR Gear Go provides 18 LB of flexible 

resistance and the portability to workout anywhere, 
anytime. Just power up the HYGEAR app and GO!

HYGEARGO

HYROPE SMART JUMP ROPE 
The new smart jump rope provides a portable and 
powerful cardio solution. Try personalized training 

with real-time feedback as you jump!
HYGEARROPE



RUBBER DUMBBELLS
These dumbbells feature a unique 12-sided 
rubber coating that prevents rolling and 
damage. Each precision-machined handle 
maintains the same length accross various 
weights and its medium-grade knurling will 
ensure a safe grip during lifts. Available in 
12 different weight options for athletes of 
all skill levels.

CFXDB5 - 5 LB 
CFXDB10 - 10 LB 
CFXDB15 - 15 LB 
CFXDB20 - 20 LB 
CFXDB25 - 25 LB 
CFXDB30 - 30 LB 
CFXDB35 - 35 LB 
CFXDB40 - 40 LB 
CFXDB45 - 45 LB 
CFXDB50 - 50 LB 
CFXDB55 - 55 LB 
CFXDB60 - 60 LB

NEW ARRIVALS — COREFX
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1. 25 LB ADJUSTABLE DUMBBELL
Using the unique Glidetech system, you can instantly change the 
weight of these dumbbells in increments of 5 LB up to 25 LB.
CFXAD25

2. 50 LB ADJUSTABLE DUMBBELL
With the turn of a dial, you can easily modify the weight of these 
dumbbells in increments of 5 LB up to 50 LB.
CFXAD50

3. 71.5 LB ADJUSTABLE DUMBBELL
With the turn of a dial, you can easily change the weight of these 
dumbbells in increments of 5.5 LB from 11 LB to 71.5 LB.
CFXAD70

ADJUSTABLE DUMBBELL STAND

The perfect way to hold and display your adjustable 
dumbbells. This ergonomic design reduces the 

need to bend down to pick up your weights, while 
displaying them nicely in your gym space.

CFXADSTAND

360ATHLETICS.COM



NEW ARRIVALS — COREFX

CERAKOTE BARBELL
This barbell is great for commercial or home 
gyms. The cerakote (ceramic and polymer) 
coating offers military grade protection 
against corrosion and rust.
CFXMCBAR20

CHROME BARBELL
This chrome barbell is compatible with 
standard olympic plates and perfect for 
home gyms. The bar is made of high carbon 
steel with knurling coated by chrome.
CFXMXBAR20

OLYMPIC EZ CURL BAR
The EZ Curl Barbell offers angled knurled 
grips, steel construction and a sleek finish. 
With the varying camber, easily switch from 
standard, narrow and wide grips.
CFXCURLBAR

Shaft Diameter - 28 mm
Knurl - 1.2 mm
Bar Weight - 20 KG / 44 LB
Max Loading - 1500 LB

Shaft Diameter - 28.5 mm
Knurl - Multi
Bar Weight - 20 KG / 44 LB
Max Loading - 1500 LB

Shaft Diameter - 28.5 mm
Length - 47"
Knurl - Medium
Bar Weight - 10 KG / 22.3 LB
Max Loading - 300 LB

BARBELL COLLARS
Manufactured from advanced 
aircraft grade aluminum, 
this pair of barbell collars 
feature a rubberized lining 
to ensure a good grip.
CFXCOLLAR

BARBELL PAD
The COREFX Barbell Pad provides extra comfort 

and support during squats and hip thrusts.
CFXBARPAD
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ADJUSTABLE AEROBIC STEP PLATFORM
This durable aerobic step is constructed of high-density 
polyethylene with a textured TPE surface for added 
safety. Supporting up to 600 LB, this step comes with 
four risers, which can be increased or decreased to 
your desired workout height. 
CFXSTEP

ADJUSTABLE FITNESS BENCH
This multipurpose tool can be used as a weight bench, 
aerobic step and resistance anchor! The rubber-coated 
bench supports up to 440 LB and features a collapsible 
structure, making it perfect for home gyms! Transform 
it from a step to a bench by adding height to the legs. 
Workout on an incline, decline, or flat.
CFXBENCH

AEROBIC STEP RISER
Perfect for home gyms and on-the-go 

workouts. The 4” high COREFX Aerobic Step 
Risers are sold individually but can be used 
stacked together, in combination with the 

Aerobic Step Platform, or on their own. Each 
riser features a TPE textured surface and 

secure safe locking stacking system.
CFXRISER



NEW ARRIVALS — COREFX

SUSPENSION TRAINER
The COREFX Suspension Trainer 
allows you to use your own body 
weight as a means of resistance. 

It is easily adjustable from 58"–72" 
and features an integrated door 

anchor, 35.5" extension strap with 
clip and TPE rubber handles.

CFXST

DOOR ANCHOR
Turn almost any door into a home 
gym! Simply fold the anchor over 

the top or bottom of the door and 
close it to create a sturdy anchor for 
your resistance band, tube or toner. 

Features nylon webbing with reinforced 
stitching and a soft foam stopper.

CFXDA

ANKLE CUFF
This 3" wide Ankle Cuff features two 

durable D-rings that can connect 
with universal gym cables. This 
cuff provides extreme comfort 

with synthetic shearling pad 
lining and reinforced stitching.

CFXAC

ADJUSTABLE ANKLE WEIGHTS
This pair of wearable weights can be 

used on the ankles or wrists to add up to 
5 LB to any workout! Each ankle weight 
provides a comfortable padded fit with 

an adjustable non-slip velcro strap.
CFXAW

BAND SLEEVE 
The COREFX Band Sleeve is designed 
to help resistance loops stay in place 
and reduce rolling or pinching during 

strenuous exercises.

 CFXBANDSLV
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HIGH-DENSITY 18" WAVE FOAM ROLLER
The 18" L x 6" D High-Density Wave 
Foam Roller is constructed with EVA 
foam to prevent losing shape after 
moderate to heavy use. The wave 
texture is great for targeting sore 

muscles and maximizing your results.
CFXWFR

8" FOAM MASSAGE BALL
Created with high density EVA 

foam, this 5" textured massage ball 
elevates the body to better target 
hard-to-reach areas such as the 

hips, shoulders and back muscles.
CFXFMB

PEANUT FOAM ROLLER
This is a great tool for correcting your 
posture, as it targets the muscles on 

either side of your spine. You can also 
use the high-density foam peanut roller 
to recover your hamstrings, pectorials, 

rotator cuffs and much more!
CFXPFR



4-IN-1
The YBell offers variety 

during exercise without the 

need to change training 

equipment. The YBell 

design allows you to mimic 

exercises traditionally 

performed using these four 

independent exercise tools:

KETTLEBELL 
+ 

DUMBBELL 
+ 

DOUBLE GRIP 
MEDICINE BALL 

+ 
PUSH-UP BAR

YBELL NEO
The YBell NEO has a functional 
yet skeel design that can perform 
hundreds of exercises with one piece 
of equipment. Covered with non-rust 
and non-slip neoprene material.
YBELLXS - XS (10 LB) | YBELLS - S (14 LB) 
YBELLM - M (18.5 LB) | YBELLL - L (22.5 LB) 
YBELLXL - XL (27 LB)

NEW ARRIVALS — YBELL



YBELL ARC
The lighter line of YBells that are an 
ideal 4-in-1 tool for those starting their 
fitness journey. Covered with non-rust 
and non-slip neoprene material.
WEIGHTS RANGE FROM 2.4 LB TO 5.5 LB

YBELL VERTICAL RACK
A sleek vertical storage rack to 

ensure an efficient and neat storage 
solution for your YBell selection.

YBELLRACK

YBELL PRO
Introducing YBell Neo’s big brother. Built to 
last and endure the harshest conditions with 
a commerical-grade powder coated surface.
WEIGHTS RANGE FROM 31 LB TO 44 LB

coming soon!

coming soon!

360ATHLETICS.COM



NEW ARRIVALS — CONCORDE

VINYL DIPPED KETTLEBELLS
The Concorde Vinyl Dipped Kettlebells 
are built to last! The colour-coded vinyl 

dipped base protects flooring and 
provides easy to identify weights.
CKB10 - 10 LB | CKB15 - 15 LB | CKB20 - 20 LB 

CKB25 - 25 LB | CKB30 - 30 LB | CKB35 - 35 LB 
CKB40 - 40 LB | CKB45 - 45 LB | CKB50 - 50 LB

NEOPRENE KETTLEBELLS
With solid cast-iron construction 

and a neoprene coated finish, these 
kettlebells are perfect for home and 

commercial gyms. All weight variations 
come in a unified blue colour.

CMKB10 - 10 LB | CMKB15 - 15 LB | CMKB20 - 20 LB 
CMKB25 - 25 LB | CMKB30 - 30 LB | CMKB35 - 35 LB 
CMKB40 - 40 LB | CMKB45 - 45 LB | CMKB50 - 50 LB 

CMKB60 - 60 LB

PVC HEX DUMBBELLS
The Concorde PVC Hex Dumbbells 

have an ergonomic chrome-finished 
handle with knurling for an optimal 
grip. The anti-roll design and PVC 

coating ends help to minimize noise, 
floor damage and regular wear.

PVCDB5 - 5 LB | PVCDB8 - 8 LB | PVCDB10 - 10 LB 
PVCDB12 - 12 LB | PVCDB15 - 15 LB | PVCDB20 - 20 LB 

PVCDB25 - 25 LB | PVCDB30 - 30 LB | PVCDB35 - 35 LB 
PVCDB40 - 40 LB | PVCDB45 - 45 LB | PVCDB50 - 50 LB
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33 LB TRAINING BARBELL
Featuring a brass bushing steel 
construction, the 33 LB Concorde Training 
Barbell is designed for people who are 
starting to incorporate barbell training 
into their workouts.
CWTBAR15

45 LB TRAINING BARBELL
Featuring a brass bushing steel 
construction, the 45 LB Concorde Training 
Barbell is designed for athletes focused 
on perfecting their form.
CMTBAR20

Shaft Diameter - 25 mm
Length - 79"
Knurl - Multi
Bar Weight - 15 KG / 33 LB
Max Loading - 350 LB

Shaft Diameter - 28 mm
Length - 87"
Knurl - Multi
Bar Weight - 20 KG / 45 LB
Max Loading - 700 LB
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360 Athletics has been a part of Canadian team sports 

for decades. We are a one-stop shop for all your team’s 

needs, from FIFA approved soccer balls, to Olympic grade 

volleyball nets and IAAF certified products. We have all 

of your team needs covered. We also have thousands 

of those hard-to-find accessories that are essential 

for safe and fun play. From the budding athlete to the 

seasoned professional, we have high quality products 

that are built for team use.

SPORTS
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AILABLE IN 2 SIZES!
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PLAYGROUND SERIES BASKETBALLS
Traditional 8-panel composition rubber cover ball. Nylon 
wound with 2-Ply butyl bladder for better air retention 
and consistent bounce. Heavy-duty construction. 
PGB5R - SIZE 5 RED | PGB5O - SIZE 5 ORANGE | PGB5Y - SIZE 5 YELLOW 
PGB5G - SIZE 5 GREEN | PGB5B - SIZE 5 BLUE | PGB5P - SIZE 5 PURPLE 

PGB6R - SIZE 6 RED | PGB6O - SIZE 6 ORANGE | PGB6Y - SIZE 6 YELLOW 
PGB6G - SIZE 6 GREEN | PGB6B - SIZE 6 BLUE | PGB6P - SIZE 6 PURPLE

BASKETBALL
Shoot to score!

SPORT — BASKETBALL6



new look!

GAME RUBBER BASKETBALLS 
This traditional 8 panel rubber game ball 
is rotationally wound and built with a butyl 
bladder for consistent bounce and air 
retention. Ideal for 24/7 use as a game ball.
B7R - SIZE 7 ORANGE | B6R - SIZE 6 ORANGE 
B5R - SIZE 5 ORANGE | B5R3 - SIZE 5 TRI-COLOURED

EYES UP DRIBBLE GLASSES
Frame: 8.5", Rim: 2 1/4", Eye-Opening: 1"

EUDG

REPLACEMENT NETS  
Have a hoop but no net? Choose 
from our great selection of nets: 
from tri-colour or all-white nylon to 
rustproof and zinc-plated, we’ve got 
you covered.

6. BG150 - CHAIN REPLACEMENT NET,  
19" RUSTPROOF ZINC PLATED

7. BG500 - PRO NYLON NET, 6 MM RIGID LOOP 21"

8. BG444 - DELUXE ANTI-WHIP NET, 20" NYLON NET 
5 MM

9. BG131- ECONOMY TRI-COLOURED HESITATION NET 
20", 4 MM

10. BG129 - ECONOMY HESITATION NET, LEAGUE NET 20" 
NYLON, 4 MM 

Rims not included

6

5
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CELLULAR™  COMPOSITE BASKETBALL 
Our #1 selling basketball! Cellular™ composite 
indoor/outdoor balls are 5x more durable than 

traditional rubber balls. These balls are rotationally 
wound and built with a butyl bladder for consistent 
bounce and air retention. Official size and weight. 

1. ORANGE: TXX7 - SIZE 7 | TXX6 - SIZE 6 | TXX5 - SIZE 5 
2. GREEN/BLACK/WHITE: T7X3 - SIZE 7 | T6X3 - SIZE 6 | T5X3 - SIZE 5 
3. RED/WHITE/BLUE: TXT7 - SIZE 7 | TXT6 - SIZE 6 | TXT5 - SIZE 5 
4. BROWN/BEIGE: TXSDBR - SIZE 7 
5. ORANGE/GREY:  TXSDR - SIZE 7

9

new look!

360ATHLETICS.COM 7



RUBBER VOLLEYBALL
This volleyball is made with a rubber composite 
cover and nylon wound butyl bladder. Durable 

and waterproof for indoor or outdoor play. 
Official size and weight.

V5R

COMPOSITE TOURNAMENT VOLLEYBALL 
This high performance composite game ball 

provides exceptional tack and feel performance. 
Includes 2-ply floating butyl bladder with cotton 

lining. Official size and weight.
V6001R - RED, WHITE AND BLACK 
V6001B - BLUE, WHITE AND GREY 

new look!
new look!

 FIVB APPROVED

COMPOSITE VOLLEYBALLS
This composite ball meets official size and 

weight specifications. Features a high-quality 
composite cover and a two-ply floating 

bladder with reinforced cotton lining. Great 
for colleges, highschools and clubs!

V1000B - BLUE, GREY AND WHITE 

V1000R - RED, GREY AND WHITE 

new look!

VOLLEYBALL 
Set it up, spike it down.

SPORTS — VOLLEYBALL8



SOFT TOUCH BEACH VOLLEYBALL 
This beach volleyball features a 

soft and non-stinging 2.5 mm outer 
layer. It is hand-stitched with a butyl 

bladder. Official size and weight.
VSTB

CELLULAR™ BEACH VOLLEYBALL
The fixed bladder with nylon 

windings helps to provide 
exceptional performance for 

beach play. The composite rubber 
technology boasts 5x the durability.

XV5S

new!

Beach Volleyballs

Knee Pads

VB88Y - YELLOW 
VB88B - BLUE  
VB88G - GREEN 
VB88P - PINK 
PVB88S - SET OF 6

SUPER SOFT 
VOLLEYBALL TRAINERS
This special “no sting” 
volleyball is only 8.5 oz, 
making it 40% lighter than 
a regulation volleyball. 

SOFT-GRIP VOLLEYBALLS
These standard size volleyballs are 
offered individually and as a multi-
coloured set. Features rubber bladders, 
and constructed of a new 3 mm spongy 
PVC cover with a soft-grip texture.
SGV5O - ORANGE  |  SGV5G - GREEN  |  SGV5B - BLUE  
SGV5SET - SET OF 3 (ORANGE, GREEN, BLUE)

BEST FOR NEW PLAYERS

CONTOUR KNEE PAD
This knee pad has a snug fit to the leg to 

ensure no shifting during action.
2101BS - SMALL, 10.3" CIRCUMFERENCE - 8" L 

2101BM - MEDIUM, 11.5" CIRCUMFERENCE - 8.5" L 
2101BL - LARGE, 12" CIRCUMFERENCE - 9" L

KNEE PAD
A comfortable and lightweight knee pad 

with a wide foam impact zone.
6641BKM - MEDIUM, 11" CIRCUMFERENCE - 8" L 
6641BKL - LARGE, 12" CIRCUMFERENCE - 8.5" L

360ATHLETICS.COM 9



BEACH NET 
OUTDOOR USE
2.5 mm PE netting. Fully 
taped with a high-visibility 
colour and reversible. 
4" top band with 2" side 
and bottom.
VN185 - 32' X 1 M + 4" BAND, CABLE 
VN185/30 -  30' X 1 M + 4" BAND, CABLE 
VN185A - 32' X 1 M + 4" BAND, ROPE

INSTITUTIONAL NET
The most economical net. 
Features 2 mm PE netting, 
fully reinforced taped top 
and nylon sides, corners, 
and grommets, and rope 
top and bottom.
VN75/36 - 36' X 1 M + 4" BAND, ROPE 
VN75/32 - 32' X 1 M + 4" BAND, ROPE 
VN75/30 - 30' X 1 M + 4" BAND, ROPE 
VN75/27 - 27' X 1 M + 4" BAND, ROPE 
VN75/25 - 25' X 1 M + 4" BAND, ROPE 
VN75/22 - 22' X 1 M + 4" BAND, ROPE 
VN75/20 - 20' X 1 M + 4" BAND, ROPE

GAME NET
Features 2.5 mm PE 
netting, fully taped 
cable top, nylon taped 
sides and PVC coated 
cable top and bottom 
rope. 32' x 1 m and 4" 
top band.
VN80

TOURNAMENT NET
Made of 2.5 mm PE 
netting. Fully taped, 
reversible and features 
a PVC coated cable top 
and bottom. 32' x 1 m 
cable and 4" top band.
VN8080

OFFICIAL SIZE!

PAN AM 
COMPETITION NET
Heavyweight 3.0 mm 
knotless nylon netting 
with vinyl coated steel 
cables. Fully taped 
and reversible. 32' x 
1 m with 4" cable top, 
bottom and side with 
dowel reinforcements.
VN755

OLYMPIC 
COMPETITION NET
High quality, braided 3 mm 
nylon net. Fully taped and 
reversible. Cable top and 
bottom with wood dowel 
reinforcements. 3" top, 
bottom and side with vinyl 
coated steel cables on top 
and bottom. 
VN750 - 32' X 1 M + 3" BAND, CABLE 
VN750/30 - 30' X 1 M + 3" BAND, CABLE 

WORLD COMPETITION NET
This net features 3.0 mm knotless nylon 

netting, 42’ Kevlar core rope top (that will not 
kink or fray), a 42’ bottom rope, end dowels, 

rope tighteners and tension kit. Size: 32’ x 1m 
cable top, bottom and side headbands.

Will NOT work with double winch system.

VN790

SPORTS — VOLLEYBALL10



BREAKS DOWN FOR EASY STORAGE!

PRO BEACH VOLLEYBALL SET
Fully adjustable, this nylon 
court boundary line system has 
been created to accommodate 
a regulation 30 x 60 ft court. 
The durable lines can be 
adjusted to an 8 x 16 m USVA 
short court. 
VBTPRO1 - 1" WEBBING 
VBTPRO2 - 2" WEBBING

VOLLEYBALL COACHING BOARD
These easy to wipe off Plexiglas boards 
measures 16" x 10" x 3 mm. One side 
features full playing field and when 

flipped over shows a half field. Comes 
with a dry erase marker!

CB163

VELCRO ANTENNA ATTACHMENTS
Sold in pairs, these Velcro tape attachments 

are pocketed to hold antennas. Pairs well 
with the VNA1 Antenna.

VNAV

24" CABLE EXTENSION
VN24

6' ROPE EXTENSION
V6

DELUXE VELCRO ATTACHMENTS
This pair of extra wide Velcro tape 
attachments has deep pockets for 

antenna use.
VNPRO

2 PIECE ANTENNA SET
Set includes a pair of 2-piece fiberglass 
antennas, that easily fit together to form 
Official 72" antennas.
VNA2

1 PIECE ANTENNA SET
Set includes a pair of Official 72" 1-piece 
fiberglass antennas in traditional red 
and white.
VNA1



SOCCER 
Take control, make that goal!

RUBBER SOCCER BALLS
Smooth top-grade rubber cover with a butyl 
bladder. Great for use in all conditions and 
on all surfaces.
S5R - SIZE 5  |  S4R - SIZE 4  |  S3R - SIZE 3

SOFT-GRIP SOCCER BALLS
The size 4 Soft-Grip Soccer Balls are offered 
individually and as a multi-coloured set. 
Features rubber bladders, constructed with 
a new 3 mm spongy PVC cover with a soft-
grip texture.
SGS4O - SIZE 4 ORANGE 
SGS4G - SIZE 4 GREEN 
SGS4B - SIZE 4 BLUE 
SGS4SET - SIZE 4 SET (ORANGE, GREEN, BLUE)

SPORTS — SOCCER12
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PLAYGROUND SERIES RUBBER SOCCER BALLS
These balls have a smooth cover with no stitching. Nylon wound with a butyl bladder.

PGS4Y - SIZE 4 YELLOW  |  PGS4O - SIZE 4 ORANGE  |   PGS4R - SIZE 4 RED  |  PGS4G - SIZE 4 GREEN  |  PGS4B - SIZE 4 BLUE  |  PGS4P - SIZE 4 PURPLE

ATTACK SOCCER BALLS
2.7 mm PVC with 2-ply cloth 

backing. Butyl bladder.
ATTACK3 - ORANGE AND YELLOW SIZE 3 

ATTACK4 - BLUE AND GREEN SIZE 4
ATTACK5 - BLACK AND RED SIZE 5

SCREAMER SOCCER BALLS
2.7 mm PVC with 2-ply cloth 

backing. Butyl bladder.
SCREAM3 - ORANGE SIZE 3

SCREAM4 - BLUE SIZE 4
SCREAM5 - RED SIZE 5

ACADEMY SOCCER BALLS
0.15 mm TPU with 2.5 mm EVA backing. 

2-ply cloth and a butyl bladder.
ACAD4 - BLUE AND BLACK SIZE 4 
ACAD5 - RED AND BLACK SIZE 5

MATCH BALL
Provides the ultimate control and 

maximum durability for a long-lasting 
performance! 0.6 mm textured PU and 
4 mm EVA backing. Butyl bladder with 

a thread wrap.
MATCH5 - SIZE 5

SUPERNOVA SOCCER BALLS 
This ball offers a softer feel due to its micro 

cellular PVC and EVA foam backing
S36403 - BLACK/RED SIZE 3

S36404 - BLACK/BLUE SIZE 4
S36405 - BLACK/GREY SIZE 5

360ATHLETICS.COM 13



BEST SELLER!

WINTER RATED
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Specialty Soccer Balls
Great for different weather conditions, 
specialty soccer games and drills. 

1. INDOOR SOCCER BALL

Made with English felt cover with no
stitching. Features a butyl bladder and
valve for air retention.

S4I - SIZE 4  |  S5I - SIZE 5

2. LAMINATE INDOOR SOCCER BALL

Hand-stitched and made with a 
microfiber felt surface and an ultra-strong 
canvas baking. Features a butyl bladder 
and valve for air retention.

TSIN4 - SIZE 4  |  TSIN5 - SIZE 5

3. SNOW SOCCER BALL

Special natural rubberized outer cover 
soccer ball that is. 32 panel design with
butyl bladder. Official size and weight.

SBW5 - SIZE 5

4. STREET SOCCER BALL

A tough ball with Cellular™ rubber technology.

CSBS4 - SIZE 4

5. ASPHALT SOCCER BALL

Made from recycled tires! Ultra-tough and 
designed to be played on rough surfaces. 
Laminated with a canvas backing. Hand-stitched 
with a butyl bladder.

S37055 - SIZE 5

6. NEOPRENE SOCCER BALL

Great for beginners! A no-sting construction, 
featuring a butyl bladder.

SN55 - SIZE 5

7. FUTSAL BALL

Butyl bladder filled with synthetic wool for
reduced bounce. 400-440 g.

SF0B - SIZE 4

new look!
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CLUB NETS
2.2 mm twisted nylon 
with 5" mesh. 12' 
wide x 6' high. 18" 
deep x 60" base.
S225 - 1 PAIR

JUNIOR NETS
2.2 mm twisted 
nylon with 5" mesh. 
12' wide x 6' high. 18" 
deep x 5' base.
S200 - 1 PAIR

YOUTH NETS
2.2 mm twisted nylon 
with 5" mesh. 18' 
wide x 6' high. 1 1/2' 
deep x 5' base.
S210 - 1 PAIR

INSTITUTIONAL NETS
2.5 mm twisted nylon 
with 5" mesh.
7.5 m wide x 2.5 m 
high. 2 m deep x 2.5 
m base.
S250 - 1 PAIR

LEAGUE NETS
3.5 mm braided 
nylon with 5" mesh. 
7.5 m wide x 2.5 m 
high. 2 m deep x 2 m 
base.
S350 - 1 PAIR

SQUARE POP-UP NETS
Constructed of lightweight fiberglass 

and nylon. This pair of nets can be 
used indoors and outdoors. They 
quickly pop up and down for easy 

use and storage. Set includes 2 nets, 
ground anchors and a carry bag.

Size: 37" L x 48" x 37" H.
SNS48

POP-UP GOALS
Perfect for beaches, backyards or 
fields. Net pops up and is easily 

flattened for easy portability and 
storage. Sold individually and comes 

with a nylon storage bag, ground pins 
and metal ground stakes.

SG35 - 3.5' X 2.5' X 2.5' 
SG5 - 5' X 3.5' X 3.5'

PROFESSIONAL NETS
Knotless 5 mm hex 
nylon with 4" mesh.
24' wide x 8'3" high. 
4' deep x 10' base.
S499 - 1 PAIR

VELCRO NET ATTACHMENTS
Ten 22" x 1" net attachments per set. 

Used for attaching nets to post.
SVS10

360ATHLETICS.COM 15



1. ULTRALITE SHIN GUARDS
This 8” lightweight foam shin guard features 
cushion foam lining, ABS ultralight construction, 
and Velcro straps.

S6614 - XS, 6.5" L X 5" W  |  S6616 - S, 7" L X 5.5" W 
S6618 - M, 8" L X 6.25" W  |  S6619 - L, 9" L X 7" W

2. SHIN GUARDS
Sock style shin guard with plastic rib stays for 
shock absorption. Soft around the ankle.

6610S - 7" SM  |  6610M - 8" MD  |  6610L - 9" LG

3. SOFT-SHELL SHIN GUARDS
Soft and flexible, yet tough and durable. These 
shin guards are a fantastic choice for schools as 
they feature extra cushioning around ankles. 

SHISBJ- 8" JUNIOR  |  SHISBS - 9" SENIOR

4. PRO-TECH SHIN GUARDS
Protect shins with our new Pro-Tech Shin 
Guards. The transparent hard outer shell is 
backed by 2.5 mm of soft EVA Foam. Retail 
packaged.

SHIPTAJ - 8" JUNIOR  |  SHIPTAS - 10" SENIOR

5. YOUTH GOALIE GLOVES
Feature 2 mm new basic foam and are 
embossed and machine stitched. Complete 
with Velcro wrist closure. A step up from our 
Concorde gloves, these comfortable, slim fit 
gloves ideally for girls and children fit the hand 
snugly.

GOALB6 - SIZE 6  |  GOALB7 - SIZE 7  |  GOALB8 - SIZE 8

6. PRO STYLE GOALIE GLOVES
These gloves help protect fingers during 
high-impact blocking and feature 3 mm foam 
on front and back. Machine stitched, retail 
packaged. Available in 3 sizes.

GOALA8 - SIZE 8  |  GOALA9 - SIZE 9  |  GOALA10 - SIZE 10

7. REFEREE CARD SET
Essential for any referee! Includes 
one yellow and one red card. 
When folded 3” x 4.”

RC2

1
2

4

5

6

7

8

9

3



8. LINESMAN FLAG CHECKERED
Red and yellow checkerboard style 
lightweight aluminum shafts with foam 
handles.
Sold individually.

SL13X

9. LINESMAN FLAG SET
Lightweight aluminum shafts with 
foam handles.
Sold in pairs. One red, one yellow.

SL12X

10. DELUXE CORNER FLAGS WITH SPRING
1" diameter poles. Made of high 
impact plastic. 5' length.

Sold in sets of four poles.

SCF9

11. CORNER FLAGS SET
1” diameter poles. Made of high 
impact plastic. 5' length. Collapsible 
with bungee cord connection.

Sold in sets of four poles.

SCF4

12. MULTI-PURPOSE UTILITY DOME BASE
The Multi Purpose 6" H x 8" base 
Dome Cone allows you to use it by 
itself as a cone marker or you can use 
it with speed rings, flat hoops or non-
spiked slalom poles and flags. The 
cone can be filled with sand, water or 
any other material to give it weight.

EB68

10

11

12



Soccer Training

COREFX 2-IN-1 QUICK HURDLES
Add variety to your agility training. This set of 
5 hurdles can be quickly adjusted in heights 
of 8" or 12" to suit the drill.
CFXH5

CONCORDE HURDLES
Constructed of a soft, flexible material that collapses on contact 
and bounces back to it's original position. With two variations in 
sizes, the possibility of drills are endless.
FSH6 - 6" 
FSH12 - 12"

SPORTS — SOCCER18
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7" SAUCER CONES PREPACK - 50 PC
Perfect for speed and agility training. 

This set includes 25 orange and 25 
yellow saucers on a carry stand.

CM7P

AGILITY LADDER
The heavy-duty plastic rungs are 17" 
apart and connected by ultra-strong 

nylon webbing. Includes a carry bag and 
connector clips.
AL4 - 4M  |  AL8 - 8M

COREFX RESISTANCE PARACHUTE
The 54" diameter chute quickly catches 

wind and adds resistance to any 
movement. Includes an adjustable belt, 

ultra-strong parachute with nylon webbing 
connections and a carry bag

SCP54

RAINBOW POLYSPOT SET - 6 PC
These 10" polyspots make a great 

training tool for anywhere because they 
feature a non-slip rubberized coating to 

minimize the risk of injury.
PYR6

HIGH-VISIBILITY VINYL CONES
UV Protected for a longer outdoor life. 

Available in three heights.
C12 - 12" x 5.5" x 5.5" 

C15 - 15" x 8" x 8" 
C18 - 18" x 9.25" x 9.25"

ORANGE POLYSPOTS - 12 PC
High-visibility 9" throw down spots made 

from non-slip rubber.
PY9

FLAT HOOPS
Extremely durable and virtually unbreakable 
under normal use! These feature a 
reinforced edge for ultimate toughness.
PHF20S - 20" PACK OF 6 
HF20 - 20" - YELLOW 
HF24 - 24" - RED, YELLOW, BLUE OR GREEN 
HF27 - 27" - RED, YELLOW, BLUE OR GREEN

REACTION BALL
This 3.5" reaction ball adds to quick 
feet drills and increasing awareness. 

Works in team settings or solo 
against a wall. Colours vary.

BT35

new look!



AIR-FLOW HOCKEY STICKS
These sticks have a unique reinforced ABS shaft 
(36" excluded). Airflow blades do not have a 
fiberglass core, making these ideal for schools.

 
F823G - 36" GREEN | F823O - 36" ORANGE | F953G - 47" GREEN 
F953O - 47" ORANGE | F952G - 52" GREEN | F952O - 52" ORANGE 
F842G - GREEN BLADE ONLY | F842O - ORANGE BLADE ONLY

3" WHIFFLE FLOOR BALL
This 3" (72 mm) wide durable, 
hard plastic whiffle ball is ideal 

for floor or street hockey.
F35EH

SPONGE PUCK
Orange closed cell foam is 
coated with durable PU coating, 
3" diameter and weighs 64 g.
PKS

STREET HOCKEY VINYL PUCK
Soft PVC vinyl pucks are 
durable and orange for 
visibility, 3" diameter and is 
great for street hockey.
PK3

COLD WEATHER HOCKEY BALLS
Perfect for any league or cul-de-sac 
game in cold weather. Buy in bulk of 

24 for a display package.
FH1

WARM WEATHER HOCKEY BALLS
No-bounce ball designed to keep rolling in 

warm conditions and on any surface. Buy in 
bulk of 24 for a display package.

FH3

FLOOR 
& STREET 
HOCKEY
One team, one dream.
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GOALIE STICK
42" ABS goalie stick
F635

OFFICIAL RINGETTE RING
This hollow, blue sponge rubber 
ringette ring is official 6" size and 

can be used on or off the ice.
DK2

FELT RINGETTE RING
8" wide with 3" diameter hole. Ring ¾" 

height. Made of durahide and felt.
FP8

FELT PUCKS
Felt pucks glide while minimizing bouncing and rolling. A safe hockey solution.

1. FPPRO - FELT PUCK. WEIGHS 35-40 G AND SIZED 3" BY 1" THICK. OFFICIAL SIZE.

2. FPX - OFFICIAL SIZE FELT PUCK. WEIGHS 35-40 G AND SIZED 3" BY 1" THICK. OFFICIAL SIZE.

3. FP - FELT HOCKEY PUCK. 3" BY 3/4" THICK.

1 2 3
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FOAM FOOTBALL
Size 7 PU coated sponge rubber. 

11.5" length and 17.5" circumference.
FF23

SPIRAL FOAM FOOTBALL
P.U. Coated sponge rubber spiral 
football. 10" length, tip to tip, 17" 

circumference.
FF9

MINI PUMP
Pocket-sized bulb pump has a quick 
release valve for simple adjustment. 
7.5" in length with needle attached.

YZ15

FOOTBALL
First-downs to touch-downs.

PLAYGROUND SERIES FOOTBALLS
Institutional quality and durability. Deep 

pebble grain cover, polyester wound, 
butyl rubber bladder. White lacing. 

SIZE 6

PGF6B - BLUE 
PGF6R - RED 

PGF6P - PURPLE 
PGF6G - GREEN 

PGF6O - ORANGE 
PGF6Y - YELLOW

SIZE 7

PGF7B - BLUE 
PGF7R - RED 
PGF7P - PURPLE 
PGF7G - GREEN 
PGF7O - ORANGE 
PGF7Y - YELLOW

PRO RUBBER FOOTBALLS
This water resistant football is playable on 
all surfaces due to it’s institutional quality 
and durability. The deep pebble grain, nylon 
wound butyl bladder, and raised rubber 
laces provide great grip and control. 
RFB3 - SIZE 3  |  RFB6 - SIZE 6  |  RFB7 - SIZE 7  |  RFB9 - SIZE 9

CELLULAR™ COMPOSITE FOOTBALL
Cellular Composite Football has 

a super tacky sponge rubber feel, 
double reinforced ends, butyl 

bladder, raised molded laces and 
is water resistant! 

FXX6- SIZE 6  |  FXX7 - SIZE 7  |  FXX9 - SIZE 9
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KICK OFF TEE
Rubber kick off tee with a non-slip 
surface. Bright orange for visibility. 

1" Tall.
KK1

PLACE KICK TEE
Durable black rubber construction 

with a non-slip surface. 1" Tall.
KK2

MINI COATED FOAM FOOTBALLS
A set of size 3 (8.5") peewee footballs. They’re soft, safe and 
durable with PU covering and a solid feel for consistent grip. 

PNF26

NYLON FLAG FOOTBALL BELT
42" adjustable belt and two 15" L x 1.5" W 
flags. Flags are reinforced nylon webbing 

with Velcro strips. One size fits all.
FFBSR - RED  |  FFBSB - BLUE 

FFBSG - GREEN  |  FFBSY - YELLOW

DELUXE FLAG BELT SET
42" adjustable belt and two 17.5" L x 2.5" 
W flags. Flags are reinforced ripstop PVC 
with wide Velcro strips. One size fits all. 

DL42R - RED  |  DL42BE - BLUE 
DL42G - GREEN  |  DL42Y - YELLOW 
DL42O - ORANGE  |  DL42P - PURPLE

REPLACEMENT FLAGS
17.5" L x 2.5" W

FFFBE - BLUE  |  FFFG - GREEN 
FFFR - RED  |  FFFY  - YELLOW

FULL VELCRO BELT
46" Velcro belt that can hold 3 flags.

VBF

SOFT-GRIP FOOTBALLS
The size 3, 8.5" Soft-Grip Footballs are offered individually and 
as a multi-coloured set. Features rubber bladders, constructed 

with a new 3 mm spongy PVC cover with a soft-grip texture.
SGF3O - ORANGE  |  SGF3G - GREEN  |  SGF3B - BLUE 

SGF3SET - SET OF 3 (ORANGE, GREEN AND BLUE)
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RUGBY
Strong alone, unstoppable together.

RUGBY BALL
This ball features multi-layered Super 

Bladder technology. Hand stitched 
construction with a high tack pebbled 

PVC outer cover.
R4C - SIZE 4, GREEN BLACK WHITE 
R5C - SIZE 5, BLUE BLACK WHITE   

DIAMOND TEK RUGBY BALL
Official size and lightweight for training 

or the beach. Diamond Tek texture 
outer cover for grip and durability. Butyl 

bladder for superior air retention.
R5SP - SIZE 5

STORM BALL
Great for all weather conditions! A 

perfect ball for training with great grip 
and signature performance “hourglass” 

Perfect Balance bladder. 
R5S - SIZE 5

SPORTS — RUGBY24

MATCH RUGBY BALL
This hand-stitched ball features 

4-ply multi-laminate construction 
complements performance 

“hourglass” perfect balance bladder. 
Superior grip and durability!

R5M - SIZE 5



HANDBALL
Power up!

RUGBY KICKING TEE
Rugby kicking tee with four ball 
supports for improved kicking.

KK3

OFFICIAL TCHOUKBALL REBOUNDER
Features a strong foldable support mechanism to keep the frame stable 
during play, solid and durable “shoes” to protect floor and stabilize the 
frame, net held by 52 steel hooks in holes spread uniformly around the 
frame, rustproof steel net rings, pre-strung. External dimensions; 1m x 

1m, drawn steel tube construction with rounded corners.
R9600T - INDIVIDUAL REBOUNDER  |  R9600TH - HOOKS

CELLULAR™ HANDBALL
Official size and weight with 
a butyl bladder. Cellular™ 
technology provides 
revolutionary composite 
rubber with moulded 
construction.
XH2C - SIZE 2 
XH3C - SIZE 3

EUROPEAN HANDBALL
Composite super grip, hand 
stitched cover with 32 panel 
construction. Multilayer Super 
Bladder technology.
H2CG - SIZE 2, 7" DIAMETER 
H3CG - SIZE 3, 7.5" DIAMETER

new look!
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BEST SELLER
TENNIS
Practice makes perfect.

Power Aluminum Rackets
The best selling institutional rackets and are 
oversized for a large sweet spot. They have wide 
body construction, aluminum frames and are 
available in three sizes.

1. ADULT
17" Head, 27" Length, 45-52 LB Tension
T727

2. YOUTH
17" Head, 25" Length, 45-52 LB Tension
T725

2. JUNIOR
14.5" Head, 23" Length, 45-52 LB Tension
T723

1

2

3



x 4

20' PORTABLE MINI TENNIS NET
Easy to assemble, this portable tennis net is 
20' in length and 31.5" tall (6 m x 80 cm). The 

frame is made of lightweight steel tubing. 
Carry bag included!

MTN6

PRESSURELESS TENNIS BALLS
Produced to ITF rules and suitable 

for practice. These are a lower 
bounce ball that retains consistent 

bounce for longer time periods 
than standard balls. Comes in four 

packs of 3, sold by the dozen.
T505

10' PORTABLE MINI TENNIS NET
Easy to assemble, this portable tennis net 
is 10’ in length and 34” tall and is made of 

lightweight steel tubing. Includes carry bag.
MTNSET

RATCHET REEL
Tighten any tennis or 
volleyball net with this 
ratchet for net posts and 
removable handle. Full 
metal construction.
TP500

FOAM HIGH BOUNCE
4" Oversized foam ball 

has a high bounce and is 
lightweight and durable.

FFP4

SPONGE PRACTICE BALL
3" Sponge nerf foam indoor 

practice ball.
FF25
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BADMINTON
Serve it, smash it, win it.

CHAMPIONSHIP NET
This knotless heavy black nylon net is 
fully taped with reinforced grommets. 

20' X 2.5' WITH 3/4" SQUARE MESH
BN250 - CABLE TOP  |  BN250A - ROPE TOP

19' X 2' WITH 3/4" SQUARE MESH
BNSF194 - CABLE TOP

TOURNAMENT NET
This nylon knotted tournament net 
is fully taped and has reinforced 
grommets. 

20' X 2.5' WITH 3/4" SQUARE MESH 
BN249 - CABLE TOP  |  BN249A - ROPE TOP

INSTITUTIONAL NET
This knotted 1 mm PE net is the best 
selling Institutional Net. It is fully 
taped and has reinforced grommets. 

20' X 2.5' WITH 3/4" SQUARE MESH 
BN246 - ROPE TOP AND BOTTOM

Shuttlecocks
Each shuttlecock type is sold by the dozen.

1. PRIMARY OVERSIZED SHUTTLECOCK 
Plastic shuttle with oversized foam rainbow base.
N35

2. TOURNAMENT SHUTTLECOCK 
Nylon shuttles with a leather covered cork base.
N58 - WHITE WITH BLUE BAND  |  N58Y - YELLOW WITH BLUE BAND

3. INSTITUTIONAL INDOOR SHUTTLECOCK 
Nylon shuttles with EVA plastic base.
N59

SPORTS — BADMINTON28
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PHOENIX RACQUET
Reinforced aluminum head, thick gauge 
shaft, invisible aluminum T-Joint, durable 
lonfibre nylon grommets string, double PU 
grip for optimal performance.

TOTAL LENGTH: 67 CM, HEAD: 24 CM

PHOBM

RAVEN RACQUET
The Raven badminton racquet features a 
strong steel construction, providing you 
with both power and control on the court! 
Features tempered steel head, steel shaft, 
durable lonfibre nylon grommets string.

TOTAL LENGTH: 67 CM, HEAD: 24 CM

PHOBM

CONDOR RACQUET
ideal for new junior players! Features a 
short length and light aluminum head 
making the racquet easy to handle and 
control. Durable lonfibre nylon grommets 
string, durable PU grip for optimal 
performance.

TOTAL LENGTH: 58 CM, HEAD: 24 CM

CONBM

DYNO RACQUET
This light and durable racquet is designed 

for an institutional environment. It has 
a composite graphite shaft (30%) with 

strong wide body aluminum head. Durable 
lonfibre nylon grommets string.

TOTAL LENGTH: 67 CM, HEAD: 24 CM

DYNBM

VULTURE RACQUET
Designed for the toughest institutional 

use! Features reinforced aluminum heads, 
reinforced aluminum T-joint, double PU 

grip, double length butt cap, solid wooden 
handle, durable lonfibre nylon grommets 
string. 42% thicker head and 15% thicker 

shaft than a standard racquet.

TOTAL LENGTH: 67 CM, HEAD: 24 CM

VULBM

FALCON RACQUET
Ideal for new junior players! The light 

aluminum structure with a low torsion 
steel shaft, you have complete control of 

the ball. Features reinforced aluminum 
head, durable lonfibre nylon grommets 

string, reinforced aluminum T-Joint, double 
PU grip for optimal performance.

TOTAL LENGTH: 58 CM, HEAD: 24 CM 
FALBM
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3 STAR TABLE TENNIS PADDLE: 
SPIRIT ENERGY
Features 6 mm blade, concave handle, 
1.8 mm sponge and ITTF “807” pimple-in 
rubber.

Spin: 50 
Speed: 55 
Control: 88

TTB3

1 STAR TABLE TENNIS PADDLE: 
SHARP SHOOTER
Features 5 mm Blade, straight handle and 
pimple-out rubber.

Spin: 20 
Speed: 28 
Control: 100

TTB1

BULK TABLE TENNIS 
BALLS, 100 COUNT

100 count 1 STAR table 
tennis balls made out 
of celluloid, in a carry 

bag. White only.
TTB100

3 STAR BALLS, 
PACK OF SIX

3 Star balls made of 
pure celluloid with 20% 

higher than a 2 Star 
ball. White only.

TTB36

66" TABLE TENNIS NET / POST SET
Metal clamp attachment, 
66” tournament style net.

TT1028

66" TABLE TENNIS REPLACEMENT NET
Replacement net comes fully taped 

and measures 66”.
TT1028A

2 STAR BALLS, 
PACK OF SIX

2 Star Balls are made of 
pure celluloid. A standard 
size ball with an excellent 

bounce. White only.
TTB26

5 STAR TABLE TENNIS 
PADDLE: COLLIDER

Features 6 mm blade, 1.8 
mm sponge, concave handle 

and rubber ITTF “8088” 
Pimple in rubber. Superior 

Spin and speed.
TTB5

Spin: 90 
Speed: 88 
Control: 82

TABLE 
TENNIS
Match up, it's game time!



PORTABLE PICKLEBALL NET SYSTEM
Durable net and frame system assembles within 
minutes. Net height measures 36" H and 34" at centre 
point. 20' length. 4" Yellow taped sides keep net snug 
in place. Nylon taping on top (40 mm) and bottom 
(25 mm). Velcro straps keep net securely in place. P.E. 
twisted knotted 12 ply x 1.5" square mesh. Carry bag 
included.
PPKNET20

1. ACE PICKLEBALL PADDLE
7 Ply layered maple wood. 9 mm thickness. P.U. Grip 
and nylon wrist strap. Comes with carry bag. 

15.5" L X 7 5/8" W

PKB1

2. SMASH PICKLEBALL PADDLE
Layered maple wood. 11 mm thickness. P.U. grip and 
nylon wrist strap. Tapered handle.

15.75" L X 8 1/8" W

PKB2

ABS PLASTIC PICKLEBALL PADDLES
These one-piece 15" yellow pickle bats are made 

of heavy duty molded ABS construction and have 9 
drilled holes. Includes safety wrist strap.

15" L X 7.5" W

PT15S - RAINBOW SET OF 6  |  PT15 - INDIVIDUAL (YELLOW)

PICKLEBALL WHIFFLE BALLS 
RAINBOW SET OF 6

9" CIRCUMFERENCE, 2.7" DIAMETER.

PSCW9

PICKLEBALL
The sport everyone will love.

1

2
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BASEBALL 
& SOFTBALL 
Hit hard, run fast.

RUBBER SOFTBALL
Institutional quality rubber covered softball 
with sponge cork core. 4" Diameter and 12" 
Circumference. Available in two densities. 

SB23 - SOFT 
SB68 - HARD

SOFT TOUCH SOFTBALL
Yellow soft sponge rubber core with 
red stitching. 4" Diameter and 12" 

Circumference. 6.5 oz. Suitable for fast pitch. 
SB24Y

SOFT TOUCH BASEBALL
Great as an entry level game ball. This 

3” Diameter and 9" Circumference white 
baseball features soft sponge rubber 
core and stitched PVC synthetic cover.

SB26



PITCH TALLY COUNTER
This 4-digit tally counter counts up to 9999! It 
includes an instant reset knob. Perfect for pitch 
count but can have many other applications. 
Metal construction. 
TC99

COATED FOAM SAFETY BALL
Moulded one-piece 4" Diameter / 12" 
circumference and 3" Diameter / 9" 

circumference baseball features PU skin 
cover. Yellow only.

SB4 - 12" SOFTBALL 
BB3 - 9"  BASEBALL

WHIFFLE BALLS
These 4" Diameter white whiffle Balls are 

lightweight plastic multi-purpose balls, 
great for elementary games. Available 

individually or in sets.
G12 - 4" DIAMETER 

G12PK - 4" DIAMETER 6 PACK

PLASTIC BALL & BAT SET
A black plastic bat and whiffle ball. 
28.5" Length x 3" Diameter
PB29

RAINBOW WHIFFLE BALLS
Prepacks of 6 rainbow coloured 

whiffle balls. Available in two sizes. 
PSCW9 - 2.7" DIAMETER 6 PACK 
PSCW12 - 4" DIAMETER 6 PACK

THROW DOWN BASE SET
All-rubber 5-piece throw down 

bases set includes: 3 bases, 1 
home plate and 1 pitching rubber.

RB5
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SOFT TOSS LACROSSE STICKS
An aluminum shaft with flexible polyurethane basket 
that can be used indoors as a team sport for phys. ed 
or rec classes as well as outdoors. Available in red or 
blue, individually or in sets with practice lacrosse balls. 
Replacement baskets are not available.
Y18B - JR. 18" LACROSSE STICK BLUE 
Y18R - JR. 18" LACROSSE STICK RED 
Y30B - SR. 30" LACROSSE STICK BLUE 
Y30R - JR. 30" LACROSSE STICK RED 
Y30S - PACK OF 6 BLUE AND 6 RED SR. 30" LACROSSE STICKS & 12 
PRACTICE LACROSSE BALLS (Y3)

PRACTICE LACROSSE BALL
This 3" heavy duty ball 
comes in white and has 
limited bounce. Great for 
youth.
Y3

OFFICIAL LACROSSE BALL
These lacrosse balls 
conform to CLA, NCAA 
and NFHS standards.
LB2 - WHITE 
LBO2 - ORANGE

LACROSSE 
Lax to the max!
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PLASTIC FLYING DISC SET
Each flying disc in this set is made 
of durable plastic and has a 10” 
diameter. Set includes 6 flying 
discs in red, yellow, green, blue, 
purple, and orange.
PFR11S

ULTRASKIN COATED FOAM DISCS
Great for indoor or outdoor play, 

these 8.5” W soft foam coated 
discs have balanced weight for 
even flight. Available in green, 

yellow, red and blue.
FR85

SOFT TOSS FLYER
The flying ring is made of soft PVC 
foam is 9" W and 0.5" thick. Indoor 

and outdoor use.
FSR1

ECONOMY ULTIMATE DISC
This best selling disc is official size and 

weight 11” W and 175g. Available in 
red, yellow, white, blue or green. Please 

specify colours when ordering.
FR175

FLYING DISC GOAL
Durable plastic target for 
discs, frisbees, and balls. 
Hoop measures 35" x 15" 

with nylon net. Pole adjusts 
to 52", 56", 60". Base can be 

filled with sand or water. 
GD10

SOFT FLYER SET
These easy-to-catch soft vinyl flyers 
feature smooth coating and a bean 
bag weighted rim. Comes in a set 

of 6 numbered flyers in red, yellow, 
blue, green, purple, and orange.

PSS302

FLYING DISCS 
The ultimate battle.
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JUGGLING BALLS SET
Soft construction and phthalate 
free vinyl. Partially filled "bean 
bag" type balls make tossing and 
catching for juggling easier. Three 
colors included with 3 numbers for 
counting.  Perfect beginners set.
J3

JUGGLING  Master the skill



JUGGLING SCARVES
Light as air and excellent quality! Learn to juggle or use 

for creative play. Nylon with finished edges.

16" x 16" 
J26AB - BLUE  |  J26AG - GREEN  |  J26AO - ORANGE  |  J26AP - PURPLE 

J26AR - RED  |  J26AY - YELLOW  |  J26ASET - SET OF 6 COLORS

26" x 26" 
J26B - BLUE  |  J26R - RED  |  J26Y - YELLOW  |  J26SET - SET OF 6 COLORS

JUGGLING BLOCK SET
Set of 3 brick size blocks. Velour edges for 

a specific style of juggling.
J61

JUGGLING PLATE SET
Work on balancing skills and develop hand/eye 
coordination with this classic juggling set. Includes 
a 9.25" W plastic plate and 19" L stick.
J68

BEGINNERS JUGGLING CLUB
Sold individually, these 18” long hollow plastic 

clubs are available in red, blue or green.
J99

JUGGLING RING - 24 CM
Sold individually, these 9" 
diameter flat plastic rings 
are available in red, blue 
or green.
J45

DEVIL STICKS
Deluxe devil stick 3 piece set is great for all ages. 
Set includes two 15" L wooden sticks a 26.5" L 
baton. Purple/ black baton is tapered, wrapped 
and has eva foam ends and PU leather grip.
J62

DIABLO SET
Develop dexterity with 
our entry level diablo set. 
Includes two 15" L sticks, 
one 4" W x 5" H diabolo 
and a 63" L string. Comes 
in Red, Yellow and Blue.
JD21
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RHYTHM CLUB
Official weight is 155 g. 17.5” long. 
Available in assorted colours and 
sold individually.
GM01

INDIAN CLUB
Medau type Indian club, 14" long. 
Clear lacquered wood, 297 grams.
Y14

RHYTHMIC RIBBONS
Nylon taffeta fabric ribbons. FIG approved. 

GRJG - JR 1.6 M, GREEN  |  GRJY - JR 1.6 M, YELLOW 
GRJR - JR 1.6M, RED  |  GRJBE - JR 1.6 M, BLUE 

FUSED HOOPS
Heavy duty plastic; tubular construction for shape 
retention 0.75" H. No staples, plugs or glue in joints. 

24" DIAMETER 
H24NB - BLUE  |  H24NG - GREEN  |  H24NO- ORANGE  |  H24NR - RED 

30" DIAMETER 
H30NB - BLUE  |  H30NG - GREEN  |  H30NO - ORANGE  |  H30NR - RED 

36" DIAMETER 
H36NB - BLUE  |  H36NG - GREEN  |  H36NO - ORANGE  |  H36NR - RED
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RHYTHMIC 
GYMNASTICS
Perform your best! 
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PRECISION ABS 
HIGH SPIN DISCUS
This high spin discus meets 
IAAF standards. Galvanized 
steel rim & ABS plastic shell. 
It is 75% rim weighted and 
colours may vary with size.
PXD750 - 0.75 KG 
PXD22 - 1 KG 
PXD150 - 1.5 KG

INDOOR SHOT PUT 
This non-bounce indoor 
shot put is made with PVC, 
features moulded non-
marking cover and smooth 
finish without rib. Colours 
may vary by size.
IND2K - 2 KG  |  IND3K - 3 KG 
IND4K - 4 KG  |  IND5K - 5 KG 
IND6L - 6 LB

PRECISION OUTDOOR 
SHOT PUT 
This is our best selling 
institutional shot put and 
is made of precision cast 
iron for exact weight. 
Urethane coated.
SP2K - 2 KG  |  SP4L - 4 LB 
SP3K - 3 KG  |  SP6L - 6 LB 
SP4K - 4 KG  |  SP8L - 8 LB 
SP5K - 5 KG  |  SP6K - 6 KG

RUBBER PRACTICE DISCUS
This highly durable discus 
with smooth black rubber 
construction.
RD750 - 750 G 
RD22 - 1 KG 
RD33 - 1.5 KG 
RD39 - 1.6 KG 
RD44 - 2 KG

TRAINING JAVELIN
This sponge foam javelin 

is a safe alternative 
training tool for indoor 

use, 34” in length.
JVL34
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TRACK & FIELD
Harder. Faster. Stronger.

COMPETITION JAVELINS
This competition javelin meets IAAF standards. 
Features high-grade composite materials 
(aluminum alloy) and reinforced tip and tail for 
perfect balance.
JCL400 - 400 RED  |  JCL500 - 500 GREEN  |  JCL600 - 600 WHITE 
JCL700 - 700 LIGHT BLUE  |  JCL800 - 800 ORANGE



OLYMPIC STARTING BLOCK
Features an aluminum starting block frame and PVC 

tractor paddles that are lightweight and adjustable to 
four different angles. Chrome rail is slotted for easy 
peddle adjustment and plates feature 6 track spikes. 

Replacement parts are not available for Starting Blocks.
J21A

CLASSIC STARTING BLOCK
Made with double square steel tube construction. 

Features adjustable steel paddles with PVC pads and 
both ends have spikes for proper securing. Replacement 

parts are not available for Starting Blocks.
J020

ELEMENTARY HURDLE
Features compact 
base and sliding tube 
construction plus height 
adjustment with concealed 
push buttons. Adjustable 
to 45 cm, 50 cm, 55 cm, 
60 cm, 65 cm and 70 cm.
VSH113E

SCISSOR HURDLE
This hurdle has a high impact 

composite cross board! 
Features powder coated steel 

legs, adjustable in the following 
sizes: 9", 12", 15", 18", 21", 24", 
27", 30", 33", 36", 41" and folds 

flat once bar is detached.
HX1S - HURDLE 

HX1SX - REPLACEMENT BAR

CLASSIC HURDLE
Each hurdle has multiple 
height adjustments 
and the senior version 
is constructed with 
concealed counter 
weights to help the 
hurdle pop back into 
place if knocked over.
VSH112

PLASTIC RELAY BATON
This tubular plastic baton comes in 

assorted colours (Blue, Green, Yellow, 
Orange, Red, Pink, Purple and White) 
not sold by requested colour. 11" in 

length, 55 grams. 
RBP

ALUMINUM RELAY BATON
This tubular aluminum baton comes 

in assorted colours (Blue, Green, Red, 
Silver, Bronze and Gold) not sold by 

requested colour. 11.8" in length, 
69 grams.

RBA
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WEIGHTED ROPE CROSSBAR
The weighted rope is ideal for 

training. Features 15’ polypropylene 
rope with 1.2 lb. sandbag anchors.

W15

FOAM ELASTIC CROSSBAR
Foam crossbar can stretch to be more 
than 15' long. Features 13 foam tubes 

at 1.5" diameter covering orange stretch 
tubing. Can fold up for easy storage

PC15

COMPETITION STANDARDS
Competition ready pair of 
Heavy gauge steel uprights 
with 18" steel square base. 
Features steel constructed 
risers with welded bar 
rests and complies with 
International standards. 
81.5" H (206 cm).
HJS8

HIGH JUMP STANDARDS
Pair of galvanized steel standards. 
Features dual-height scales. 
81.5" H (206 cm). 
HJS2 - HIGH JUMP STANDARDS 
HJSR - REPLACEMENT JUMP RISERS 
HJS2LABEL - STICKERS FOR RISERS
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1. BASKETBALL
CB161

2. VOLLEYBALL
CB163

3. SOCCER
CB162

FLIP SCOREBOARD
Keep track of your points for any 

sport with this free standing table top 
scoreboard. 5" high numbers. Plastic 
construction. Scoring up to 99 points.

SB4188

PORTABLE FLIP-A-SCORE
Portable manual scoreboard, folds 
flat and has a carry handle. Velcros 

shut when closed. 7" White numbers 
0-9 printed on 10" L x 37/8" W vinyl 
strips. Home vinyl strips are blue, 
guest vinyl strips are red and vinyl 

period markers (6" L x 3" W) are 
black. Scores 0-99 on each side. 

SBPFU

Coaching Boards
These easy to wipe off plexiglass 
boards come with black 
dry eraser and each board 
measures 16" x 10" x 3 mm. 
Double sided.
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COACHING
See the best in others.
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DELUXE MEGAPHONE PISTOL GRIP
The loudhailer deluxe megaphone 

features a siren and volume control. 
With 12-25 watts and a 1000 yard 

range. Comes with wrist strap. Takes 
8 C batteries (not included).

MP1000

DELUXE MEGAPHONE WITH DETACHABLE 
MICROPHONE

The loudhailer deluxe megaphone 
features a powerful siren and volume 
control. Hand held microphone and 
shoulder strap included. With 18-30 

watts and a 1000 yard range. Takes 8 C 
batteries (not included).

MP1200

ECONOMY MEGAPHONE
Loudhailer economy megaphone 

with pistol grip features a siren and 
volume control. Power from 6-12 

watts, and a 800 yard range. Comes 
with pistol grip and wrist strap. 

Takes 8 C batteries (not included).
MP700

MINI MEGAPHONE
With 4-8 watts of power, this mini 
pistol grip megaphone has a 400 

yard range. Comes with adjustable 
volume control, powerful siren and 
wrist strap. 7"x 7"x 10". Takes 8 C 

batteries (not included).
MP400

CHALK BLOCKS
Chalk is ideal for improving grip on 

pull up bars, gymnastics rings, barbells 
and dumbbells, and other equipment. 

Set includes 8 blocks of 2 oz.
CH8X2

MINI 10 LB LINE MARKER
Line marker has 10 lb. capacity. 

Hopper made of blue painted steel, 
without lid. 2 rubber wheels and 1/2" 

steel axle makes for easy turning. 
Feed system continuously churns 
material for steady flow. Draws 2" 

wide line. Chalk not included.
JW10
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FLOOR MARKING TAPE
Heavy vinyl tape is self 
adhesive and extremely 
durable. 6 mm, 1.5" W 
x 180' L roll. Perfect for 
gym floors.
J1129BE - BLUE 
J1129BK - BLACK 
J1129G - GREEN 
J1129O - ORANGE 
J1129R - RED 
J1129W - WHITE 
J1129Y - YELLOW

WRESTLING MAT TAPE
Strong clear mat tape. 
8 mm, 4” W x 84’ L.
WMT4



SPORT WHISTLE
Our easiest blown whistle in the range. High-quality plastic 
construction with non-stick peas. 
W90 - SMALL, HIGH PITCH 
W95 - MEDIUM, MID-RANGE PITCH 
W99 - REFEREE WHISTLE WITH FINGER LOOPS, MEDIUM PITCH
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OPEN REEL MEASURING TAPE
Several lengths available! 
Open reel construction and 
fibreglass tape measures in 
imperial and metric.
MT15 - 15M 50'  |  MT30 - 30M 100' 
MT50 - 50M 165'  |  MT100 - 100M 330'

MEASURING WHEEL
This measuring wheel 
can measure up to 9,999 
m! Made with lightweight 
aluminum and plastic 
plus telescopic handle. 
Metric only.
WM130

STRIDER WHISTLES - 12 PREPACK
Perfect for any team, school or training 

facility! Small sized pealess whistle 
produces a high shrill sound and comes in 

a prepack of 12. 
W200

HEAVY BRASS METAL WHISTLES
Tapered mouth piece and electroplated 

nickel for silver shine finish and non-
stick pea for guaranteed performance. 

W100 - SMALL, HIGH PITCH 
W102 - LARGE, MEDIUM PITCH

COACH'S WHISTLE & LANYARD
A retail pre-packed blister pack small 

plastic sport whistle (W90), with a high 
pitch. Includes black nylon lanyard.

W5019

DETACHABLE LANYARD
This safe nylon detachable 
lanyard is great for schools 
and children of all ages. 
Each lanyard clips easily in 
the back and will release 
easily to avoid ACCI. 19” L 
and only weighs 10 grams. 
LDB

BRAIDED NYLON LANYARDS
Heavy nylon lanyard. Sold in 
pre-packs of 12 on a display 
card or individually in black.
L3B - INDIVIDUAL BLACK ONLY 
L3P - MULTI-COLOURED PACK OF 12
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STABILITY BALL PUMP
This easy-to-use 10" Dual-action 
Stability Ball Pump is perfect for 

inflating any stability ball or inflatable 
ball. Perfect for easy transportation 

and it is designed for fast inflation as 
it pumps air on both the in- and out-
stroke. Has a wide bore tip designed 

to fit different stability balls.
F16072

WORKHORSE PUMP
Pressure gage hose, needle & 
inflation fittings included. 1.2 
amp, voltage 110v, 60hz. Normal 
working pressure 60 psi (90 psi 
max). Features full steel body 
construction, 1/8 horsepower 
motor and is CSA & CE approved!
YZ101 - WORKHORSE PUMP 

DELUXE GAUGE
Did you know that over inflating a 
ball can cause permanent damage? 
Check your pressure with this deluxe 
gauge. It has a quick release deflation 
button and a 2” easy-to-read face. 
Up to 14 psi and 100 kPa.
G40

INFLATING NEEDLES - 3 PACK
These metal construction ball 

inflation needles come in a 
set of 3 per blister card.

YZ110R1

INFLATING NEEDLES - 100 PACK
For use with any standard 

valve inflator or air pump.  2" 
length steel construction. 

YZ1

DOUBLE ACTION HAND PUMP 
WITH HOSE

This space-saving hand pump inflates 
on both in and out strokes. It’s 

ergonomically designed and comes 
with extension hose. Includes a brass 

inflation needle and an inflation 
adapter. Comes in retail blister pack.

YZ7811

DOUBLE ACTION HAND PUMP
This space-saving 7" double action 
hand pump inflates during both in 
and out strokes. Lightweight and 

durable. Includes 1 pc brass needle 
w/rubber seal and a carry case.

Y2000
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Eyeguards

JR SPORT EYEGUARDS
Guaranteed unbreakable polycarbonate lenses! 

Suitable for senior players, these eye guards offer UV 
400 protection. Wrap around silver nylon frame and 

comfortable TPR nose pads. This pair offers an insert that 
can be filled with prescription lenses. Tested and passed 

ASTM F803 specifications. Best for ages 6-12. 
LE79JR

JR WRAP EYEGUARDS
Wrap around style polycarbonate glasses have padded 

contact points (eyebrows and nose) for extra comfort. An 
adjustable strap keeps glasses in place so players have a 

full view with no distortion and are able to concentrate on 
the game. These eye guards are anti fog, anti scratch as 
well as shatter resistant. Tested and passed ASTM F803 

specifications. Best for ages 6-12. 
LE77

SR SPORT EYEGUARDS
Guaranteed unbreakable polycarbonate lenses! Suitable 

for adult players, these eye guards offer UV 400 
protection. Includes wrap around navy nylon frame and 

comfortable TPR nose pads. Tested and passed ASTM 
F803 specifications. Best for adults. 

LE79

SR WRAP EYEGUARDS
The silicone padding through the bridge of nose sets 

these glasses apart from others. Adjustable head strap 
keeps glasses in place so players have a full view with no 

distortion and are able to concentrate on the game. These 
eye guards are anti fog, anti scratch and allow for high 

impact. Made of polycarbonate. Tested and passed ASTM 
F803 specifications. Best for adults.

LE78

PROTECTIVE GLASSES
Suitable for beginner or casual players, the wrap-around 
design keeps your eyes protected from all angles. Made 

of lightweight polycarbonate and are anti fog. Tested and 
passed ASTM F803 specifications. Best for beginners.

LE16



Stopwatches & Timers

CONCORDE TRIPLE ROW STOPWATCH
-  60 Dual memory recall at 1/1000 

Sec. Precision with electronic pitch 
counter up to 9999.

- 3 line display, lap/split/accumulated 
time.

- Large screen display. Features 
calendar and clock, hour, minute, 
second, week, month, day, with 
selectable 12/24 hour display. 

- Great for kids competitions or a 
professional sport. Comes with dual 
interval repetitive training timer with 
loop counter and countdown timer.

- Lightweight, small and easy to carry.

- Water and shock resistant
SW818

CONCORDE ECONOMY STOPWATCH
- Time and date display 
- Supports 12/24 hour 
  display format 
- 1/100 sec. precision with lap 
- Water & shock resistant 
- Daily alarm 
- Lanyard included 
- LR44 1.5V Battery with  
  additional backup battery
SW802

INTERVAL TIMER CLOCK
- 12/24 hr clock 
- Alternating work/rest timing 
- Count up and count down 
- Red LED display 
- Loud buzzer 
- Comes with remote control  
   and wall adapter
ICT

CONCORDE PROFESSIONAL 
STOPWATCH
- Time and Date Display 
- Supports 12/24 hr display 
- 1/100 sec precision 
- Water and shock resistant 
- Daily Alarm 
- Hourly Chime 
- AG13 1.5V Lithium battery
SW809

new!

new!
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SAUCER CONES PREPACK - 50
Saucer cones assist with speed 
training and agility drills to develop 
overall sports conditioning with 
these obstacles. This prepack 
includes 25 orange and 25 yellow 
cones, as well as a carry stand. 
Cones are 7" in diameter.
CM7P

COREFX TRAINING CONE SET
The training cones are very 
durable, whether you’re 
playing outdoors or practicing 
indoors, these marker cones 
are guaranteed to stand up to 
even your toughest players! 
This set includes 10 red and 
10 grey flexible cones and a 
plastic carrier stand.
CFXSCSET

RAINBOW SAUCER CONES 
PREPACKS
7" diameter cones. 
PCM36 
36 PACK (6 OF EACH COLOUR: PURPLE, ORANGE, 
GREEN, BLUE, RED, YELLOW) 
 
CM50P 
50 PACK (10 OF EACH COLOUR: YELLOW, WHITE, 
ORANGE, RED, PURPLE)

SOFT VINYL HOCKEY CONE 
INDOOR/OUTDOOR

Easy to see on ice, turf or any 
surface you are training on. 
Constructed from soft PVC that 
increases the durability even 
when used in cold temperatures 
or on ice. Weighted 8 oz base for 
stability. 6" H x 5.5" W. 
C7E

TRIANGLE CONE
This 6.5" tall cone is even 
on all sides. If knocked over 
during the course of the 
training session, it will still 
clearly indicate the outline of 
your marked obstacle course.
CTG65

WEIGHTED SAFETY PYLON
This 12" tall and 1.5 lb. pylon has 
a weighted base and extra-thick 
body to make it durable and 
tough to knock over! It's bright 
orange color makes it visible 
on any surface. Constructed 
from soft PVC that increases the 
durability even when used in cold 
temperatures or on ice.
PYC12

PREPACK OF 12 
ORANGE 9" CONES
A great starter set and will let 
you create clearly marked drill 
boundaries, obstacles, or any 
other use you may have in mind 
for your workouts.
C9PK12

RETAIL SAUCER CONES 
PREPACK - 10
7" in diameter. Bright orange 
in colour. Comes with retail 
packaging.
CM7P10

Cones & Markers
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SAUCER FIELD CONES
7" Diameter saucer cones. Available in 

six different colours.
CM7W - WHITE  |  CM7Y - YELLOW  |  CM7O - ORANGE 

CM7R - RED  |  CM7G - GREEN  |   CM7BE - BLUE 
CMS - WHITE METAL STAND  HOLDS UP TO 80 CONES

9" HIGH VISIBILITY VINYL CONES
Vinyl constructed, 9" x 5.5" x 5.5" base UV protected pylons. 

C9Y - YELLOW  |  C9O - ORANGE  |  C9G - GREEN  |  C9R - RED  |  C9BE - BLUE

RAINBOW POLYSPOT SET OF 6
These 10" agility dots can be used 
anywhere. They feature a non-slip, 
rubberized coating to minimize risk 

of injury due to slipping.
PYR6

ORANGE POLYSPOT SET OF 12
Excellent high visibility throw down 
spots. Set of 12 pieces made from 
non slip rubber. All polyspots are 

9" in diameter and orange.
PY9

THROW DOWN ARROWS
Point the way in a circuit to the next 

task. Simple throw down construction 
with non slip backing.  Large, bright 
arrows that measure 18" in length. 

Sold individually. 18" L x 6" W.
PYAR

HI VISIBILITY VINYL CONES
UV Protected for longer 

outdoor life. 
C12 - 12" X 5.5" X 5.5" 

C15 - 15" X 8" X 8" 
C18 - 18" X 9.25" X 9.25"

DELUXE POLYSPOT SET
Throw down construction in bright 
rainbow colors. Includes 6 dots, 6 

stars and 6 squares. Non-slip vinyl. 
PS18

RAINBOW SOFT CONE SET
Pack of six multi-coloured flexible vinyl 6.5" H cones. 

CF65
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SCRIMMAGE VEST
Made of stretch 
nylon, available in 
eight colours and 
in sizes small to 
extra large.

SMALL: 21" L X 16" W

P98BES - BLUE  |  P98BKS - BLACK  |  P98GS - GREEN  |  P98OS - ORANGE 
P98PS - PURPLE  |  P98RS - RED  |  P98WS - WHITE  |  P98YS - YELLOW

MEDIUM: 25" L X 19" W

P98BEM - BLUE  |  P98BKM - BLACK  |  P98GM - GREEN  |  P98OM - ORANGE 
P98PM - PURPLE  |  P98RM - RED  |  P98WM - WHITE  |  P98YM - YELLOW

LARGE: 29" L X 21" W

P98BEL - BLUE  |  P98BKL - BLACK  |  P98GL - GREEN  |  P98OL - ORANGE 
P98PL - PURPLE  |  P98RL - RED  |  P98WL - WHITE  |  P98YL - YELLOW

EXTRA LARGE: 31" L X 23" W

P98BEXL - BLUE  |  P98BKXL - BLACK  |  P98GXL - GREEN  |  P98OXL - ORANGE 
P98PXL - PURPLE  |  P98RXL - RED  |  P98WXL - WHITE  |  P98YXL - YELLOW

Pinnies & Vests
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REVERSIBLE PINNIE
A two-in-one water-resistant 

nylon pinnie. One Size only. 24” 
L x 14” W. Yellow on one side, 

with Red on reverse.
SKP5

COTTON PINNIE
Made of cotton broad cloth. 
Elastic webbing on one side, 

Velcro on other side. One size 
only, available in 4 colours. 

20” L x 12” W (through torso)
SKP2R - RED  |  SKP2Y - YELLOW 
SKP2BE - BLUE  |  SKP2G - GREEN

OVERSIZED SCRIMMAGE VEST
The Oversized Scrimmage Vest 

is made of nylon mesh. Features 
deep armholes for use over 

equipment. One size - extra large 
sizing only. Available in 4 colours. 

22” L x 25” W.
P105R - RED  |  P105Y - YELLOW 
P105BE - BLUE  |  P105G - GREEN

JR NYLON PINNIE
This pinnie is made of nylon 

with elastic stretch webbing and 
adjustable Velcro closures. 

23" L x 11" W through torso.
SKP3BE - BLUE  |  SKP3G - GREEN 

SKP3O - ORANGE  |  SKP3P - PURPLE 
SKP3R - RED  |  SKP3Y - YELLOW

VELCRO I.D. BELTS
A simple & effective way to 
identify a team! 41" L x 3.5" W. 
Secured by a Velcro closure.
PM41B - BLUE  |  PM41G - GREEN 
PM41O - ORANGE  |  PM41P - PURPLE 
PM41R - RED  |  PM41Y - YELLOW

PINNIE 
STORAGE RING
Holds up to 15 
pinnies neatly on 
this 5" spring steel 
pinnie ring. 
P9SR

ADULT NYLON PINNIE
Nylon with elastic stretch webbing 

and adjustable Velcro closures. 
23" L x 17" W through torso.

SKP33BE - BLUE  |  SKP33G - GREEN 
SKP33R - RED  |  SKP33Y - YELLOW

NUMBERED PINNIE SETS
Number appears on both the 

front and back. Elastic webbing on 
one side and velcro on opposite 

side. 26" L x 12" W through torso. 

12 PACKS: 
P69/12B - BLUE  |  P69/12G - GREEN 
P69/12R - RED  |  P69/12Y - YELLOW

15 PACKS: 
 P69/15B - BLUE 
P69/15R - RED
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EQUIPMENT BAG 
Carry your team’s laundry and balls in this large maroon nylon 
mesh bag with drawstring closure and barrel lock. This best selling 
carry bag is 42" x 34" and holds 10-12 size 7 basketballs. Can be 
used for laundry or for storage.
L14 - MEDIUM SIZE, YELLOW 36" X 27" BAG HOLDS UP TO 8 SIZE 5 SOCCER BALLS 
L40 - LARGE, MAROON, 42" X 34" BAG HOLDS 10-12 SIZE 7 BASKETBALLS 
L40S - LARGE, SIX PACK, ASSORTED COLOURS. 42" X 34"

NET STYLE BALL BAG
This large weave, 
soft braided nylon 
bag with drawstring 
closure is 48” in 
size with 4” square 
mesh. This is a great 
economical storage 
and transporting 
solution for balls. 
Holds up to 12 size 
5 soccer balls or 10 
basketballs!
L16

4-TIER BALL RACK
This rack is made of heavy duty 

zinc plated steel tubing. Includes 
non-marking casters and has 

weight rating of 130 lbs. Size: 41" 
L x 9" W x 52" H. Holds up to 16 

official sized basketballs!
BC41

Team Storage
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TEAM BALL BAG
Nylon mesh combination bag 
includes a back pack shoulder 
strap, 41" x 15" x 15". Holds up 

to 15 balls!
L20D

FOLDING BALL CART
This aluminum frame is 

suitable for lighter goods and 
is easy to fold and store. Nylon 

lining. 23" L x 18" W x 35" H. 
Holds up to 22 inflated balls!

BC24A

SCOOTER BOARD STACKING SYSTEM
Store your scooter boards neatly 
and prevent breakage, loss and 

mess! Easy to assemble, this 
aluminum scooter board features a 
48" H with 22" W base. Fits up to 10 

of our 12" or 16" scooter boards.
SBSR

DELUXE OUTDOOR BALL LOCKER
This powder coated all-steel 

construction ball locker has large 
wheels for indoor and outdoor use. 
Lockable hinge cover. 42" L x 24" W 
x 36" H. Holds up to 24 basketballs, 
soccer balls and playground balls!

BC44

EQUIPMENT STORAGE CART
Made with all-steel construction 
and chrome finish, non-marking 

casters. Lockable hinge cover. 
Size: 42" L x 24" W x 44" H. Holds 

up to 24 basketballs.
BC43



PHYSICAL EDUCATION
From basic products that can stand the test 

of institutional settings to sensory exploration 

and active play, 360’s Physical Education 

products have been used for decades 

throughout North America. Our selection is 

incredibly versatile and is constantly evolving 

to suit the needs of today’s educators.

Students of today face a gamut of issues 

that can be addressed with encouraging 

psychomotor learning in a play or movement 

exploration setting. The benefits of physical 

activity have become increasingly apparent 

through current research and studies.
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ACTIVITY BALLS
Be recess ready.

NEON ULTRASKIN BALLS
Set of six Neon UltraSkin balls. Includes electric pink, 
sky blue, lime green, neon orange, purple and bright 
yellow. Size 7.
FXNEONSET

ULTRASKIN BALLS
The UltraSkin Balls are free of 
lead and phthalates and CPSIA 
approved. Each ball has a soft 
inner foam core that provides 
excellent bounce at 40Kgs/
M3. Coating provides excellent 
protection from rough surfaces. 

8.3" DIAMETER

FX83B - BLUE  |  FX83G - GREEN 
FX83R - RED  |  FX83Y - YELLOW 

8.0" DIAMETER

FX80B - BLUE  |  FX80G - GREEN 
FX80O - ORANGE  |  FX80P - PURPLE 
FX80R -  RED  |  FX80Y - YELLOW 

7.0" DIAMETER

FX70B - BLUE  |  FX70G - GREEN 
FX70O - ORANGE  |  FX70P - PURPLE 
FX70R - RED  |  FX70Y - YELLOW

6.3" DIAMETER

FX63B - BLUE  |  FX63G - GREEN 
FX63O - ORANGE  |  FX63P - PURPLE 
FX63R -  RED  |  FX63Y - YELLOW

3.5" DIAMETER

FX35B - BLUE  |  FX35G - GREEN 
FX35R - RED  |  FX35Y - YELLOW 
FX35O - ORANGE |  FX35P - PURPLE 

2.75" DIAMETER

FX275SET - SET OF 6

CPSIE APPROVED



SUPER SOFT VOLLEYBALL
This special “no sting” volleyball is only 
8.5 oz, making it 40% lighter than a 
regulation volleyball. 
VB88B - BLUE  |  VB88G - GREEN  |  VB88P - PINK 
VB88Y - YELLOW  |  PVB88S - SET OF 6 (BLUE, GREEN, 
PURPLE, ORANGE, RED, YELLOW) 

RUBBER SOCCER BALLS
Smooth top grade rubber cover with butyl 
bladder. Great for indoors and outdoors. 
S3R - SIZE 3  |  S4R - SIZE 4  |  S5R - SIZE 5
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ULTRASKIN DODGEBALLS
Safe for schools, tough 
enough for dodge ball 
play. Size 6.3" diameter.
FXDODGESET 
SET OF 6, 3 WHITE AND 3 BLACK

FXDODGE 
INDIVIDUAL, BLACK ONLY

RUBBER PLAYGROUND BALLS
Classic rubber playball. Essential for classrooms, 
playgrounds and kickball. Nylon wound with 3-ply 
rubber cover for extra durability. 

5" DIAMETER 
SPG5B - BLUE  |  SPG5R - RED 
SPG5Y - YELLOW

6" DIAMETER 
SPG6B - BLUE  |  SPG6R - RED 
SPG6Y - YELLOW

7" DIAMETER 
SPG7B - BLUE  |  SPG7R - RED 
SPG7Y - YELLOW

8.5" DIAMETER 
SPG85B - BLUE  |  SPG85R - RED 
SPG85Y - YELLOW  |  PPG85S - SET OF 6

10" DIAMETER 
SPG10B - BLUE  |  SPG10R - RED 
SPG10Y - YELLOW

13" DIAMETER 
SPG13 -RED



SOFT-GRIP VOLLEYBALLS
Size 5

SGV5O - ORANGE  |  SGV5G - GREEN  |  SGV5B - BLUE  
SGV5SET - SET OF 3 (ORANGE, GREEN, BLUE)

SOFT-GRIP SOCCER BALLS
Size 4

SGS4O - ORANGE  |  SGS4G - GREEN  |  SGS4B - SIZE 4 BLUE 
SGS4SET - SIZE 4 SET (ORANGE, GREEN, BLUE)

new!

Soft-Grip Balls
Feature rubber bladders and are 
constructed of a new 3 mm spongy 
PVC cover with a soft-grip texture. 

new! new!

SOFT-GRIP FOOTBALLS
Size 3

SGF3O - ORANGE  |  SGF3G - GREEN  |  SGF3B - BLUE 
SGF3SET - SET OF 3 (ORANGE, GREEN AND BLUE)

new!
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PLAYGROUND SERIES BASKETBALLS 
Traditional 8-panel composition rubber 
cover ball. Nylon wound with 2-Ply 
butyl bladder for better air retention 
and consistent bounce. Heavy-duty 
construction. 

PLAYGROUND SERIES FOOTBALLS 
This football has institutional quality 
and durability. Deep pebble grain cover, 
polyester wound, butyl rubber bladder. 
White lacing. Great grip and control for 
all weather. 

SIZE 5

PGB5R - RED  |  PGB5O - ORANGE  |  PGB5Y - YELLOW 
PGB5P - PURPLE  |  PGB5B - BLUE  |  PGB5G - GREEN

SIZE 6

PGB6R - RED  |  PGB6O - ORANGE  |  PGB6Y - YELLOW 

PGB6P - PURPLE  |  PGB6B - BLUE  |  PGB6G - GREEN

SIZE 6

PGF6Y - YELLOW  |  PGF6G - GREEN  |  PGF6R - RED 
PGF6P - PURPLE  |  PGF6B - BLUE  |  PGF6O - ORANGE

SIZE 7

PGF7Y - YELLOW  |  PGF7G - GREEN  |  PGF7R - RED 

PGF7P - PURPLE  |  PGF7B - BLUE  |  PGF7O - ORANGE

PLAYGROUND SERIES SOCCER BALLS 
Get a full rainbow assortment of Size 4 
rubber balls, available in 6 colours. These 
soccer balls have a smooth cover, butyl 
bladder and nylon wound. Can also be 
found in the elementary section.

SIZE 4

PGS4Y - YELLOW  |  PGS4O - ORANGE  | PGS4R - RED 
PGS4G - GREEN  |  PGS4B - BLUE  |  PGS4P - PURPLE
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GREAT BOUNCE!

UNCOATED FOAM BALLS
These lightweight high-density, low bounce 
balls are uncoated and non-toxic. Available 
in 5 sizes and come in yellow only.
F3 - 3"  |  F4 - 4"  |  F6 - 6" 
F7 - 7"  |  F8 - 8"

SPONGE RUBBER FOOTBALL
P.U. Coated sponge rubber. 

11.5" length (tip to tip), 17.75" 
circumference. 

FF23

SPONGE RUBBER BASKETBALL
7.5" Diameter P.U. coated sponge rubber. 
Excellent bounce!
FF8B

SPONGE PRACTICE BALL
Sponge nerf foam indoor practice ball, 
3” diameter.
FF25

SPONGE RUBBER SOCCER BALL
P.U. Coated, sponge rubber black and yellow 
soccer ball. 8" diameter.
FF8S

ULTRASKIN FOAM MOLDED SOCCER BALL
8" diameter with durable Ultra Skin Coating. 
Safe for primary schools.
SSB8
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SPIRAL SPONGE FOOTBALL
P.U. Coated sponge rubber 

spiral football. 10" length, tip 
to tip, 17" circumference.

FF9

COATED SPONGE FOOTBALL SET
Pack of six rainbow coloured peewee size 3 
footballs. They’re soft, safe and ultra-fun balls with 
durable PU covering with a solid feel for consistent 
grip and performance. 8.5" in length.
PNF26



KITS
Stock up & save!

ELEMENTARY RECESS KIT 
ELEKIT

Includes:  
• Two four square balls - 8.5" 
• Two playground basketballs - size 5 
• Two rubber volleyballs 
• Two sponge rubber footballs 
• Two sponge rubber soccer balls 
• Two red playballs - 6" 

• Set of six flying discs 
• Six 12" cones 
• Set of throw down bases 
• Set of rainbow whiffle balls - 4" diameter 
• Set of rainbow whiffle balls - 3" diameter 
• Two whiffle bat and ball sets 

• Six speed ropes - 7' 
• Six speed ropes - 9' 
• Two double dutch speed ropes - 16' 
• Two mesh storage bags 
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PARACHUTE KIT 
PARAKIT

Includes:  
• Set of six Rainbow 4" Whiffle Balls 
• Ultra Skin Ball - Red 
• Set of six Rainbow Softex Balls 
• PVC Tossable Chicken 
• Two 24" Beach Balls 
• Two Giant Inflatable Fish

SAFE PLAY KIT 
SAFEPK

Includes:  
• PU Basketball - 7.5" 
• PU Frisbee - 8.5" 
• PU Soccer ball - 7.5" 
• PU Baseball - 8.5" 
• PU Spiral football - 8.5" 
• Mesh carry bag

new!

new!



INTERMEDIATE RUBBER BALL KIT 
RBIKIT

Includes: 

• Rainbow set of soccer balls - size 4 
• Rainbow set of six 8.5" play balls 
• Rainbow set of basketballs - size 6 
• Rainbow set of footballs - size 7 
• Six carry bags

JUNIOR RUBBER BALL KIT 
RBJKIT

Includes: 

• Rainbow set of six soccer balls - size 4 
• Rainbow set of six 8.5” play balls 
• Rainbow set of six basketballs - size 5 
• Rainbow set of six footballs - size 6 
• Six carry bags 
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new!
PICKLEBALL KIT 
PBKIT

Includes:  
• Pickleball net 
• Set of four Smash pickleball bats 
• Set of six 3" whiffleballs
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HIGH BOUNCE!

SPONGE DICE
PU coated, sponge rubber constructed dice. Available in 

6" individual or 3.5" sets. High quality sponge foam with a 
PU covering for protection and durability.

JD15 - 6" YELLOW ONLY 
PJ18S - 3.5" SET OF SIX, RAINBOW

CROCHETED HACKY SACK
These hacky sacks are hand 
crocheted and filled with plastic 
beads. 2.75" W and weigh 25 g. 
Patterns and colours may vary.
FOOTC

32 PANEL HACKY SACK
These micro-suede balls are highly 
durable 32 paneled dual-coloured 
hacky sacks. Hand-stitched and filled 
with plastic pellets. 2" W and weighs 
30g.
FOOTBAG

TRI-COLOURED SPONGE BALLS
Everyone should have one of these. 
Red, white and blue high-density 
sponge rubber balls. 
P25 - 2.5"   
DISPLAY PACKS FOR PURCHASES OF 24

P33 - 3"

RAINBOW SPONGE BALL SET
A set of 6 high-density, high bounce sponge rubber balls 
come in rainbow colours. Includes a net bag. Size: 2.5".

P256

ACTIVE PLAY
& GAMES
It's game on!
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RUBBER TETHERBALL
This tetherball has a reinforced 
rubber cover and is latex free. 

Includes 8" ball and heavy duty 93" 
nylon cord, allowing for a hook up to 

a standard 10 ft. pole.
RT5

BEACH BALL
24" traditional 6 coloured inflatable 
beach ball.
BB24

WHIFFLE BALLS
Lightweight plastic multi-purpose balls 
that are ideal for many elementary 
games and for youth ages.
PSCW9 - 2.7" DIAMETER PACK OF 6 RAINBOW 
G12 - 4" DIAMETER WHITE 
G12PK - 4" DIAMETER PACK OF 6 WHITE 
PSCW12 - 4" DIAMETER PACK OF 6 RAINBOW

COMET BALL
Soft inflatable phthalate free vinyl 
ball with rainbow streaming ribbons 
attached adds vibrancy to the 
playground or gym class. 3"diameter.
P36

TUMBLE BALL
4" waterproof neoprene woven ball 
is suitable for Takraw. Available in 
assorted colours.
TBB4

ALPHABALLS
This set of 26 vinyl multi-coloured 
balls feature a letter of the alphabet 
printed on them (in both upper and 
lower case). Each ball measures 2.5" 
diameter and weighs 36 grams
ALPHABALLS

CELLULAR TETHERBALL
Deluxe cellular rubber tetherball is 

extra durable, soft, stingless and 
latex free. Comes with a colourful, 

soft cellular, natural rubber dimpled 
cover ball and heavy duty nylon cord. 

Official size (9") and weight.
XT5D

FOUR SQUARE BALL
Top quality 100% nylon wound 

construction for extra durability and 
max strength. 8.5" in size.

FS85
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SPONGE RUBBER PRACTICE GOLF BALL
Great for indoor practice or teaching. 

1.5" Diameter. Assorted colours.
PV15

RUBBER PUTTING CUP SET
Excellent throw down style of putting cups 
made of rubber. Bright rainbow colours. 

Each (7" W x 1.5" H) cup includes 6” H flags 
numbers 1 through 6. Wide mouth design.

GPC6S

INDIACA
Brazilian game played by hitting this 

giant birdie with the palm of the hand 
over a net. 11" H and 2.75" Diameter.

INDIACA

CATCH BALL SET
Made of waterproof neoprene material. 

Includes two 8" diameter Velcro mitts with 
adjustable straps and one 2.5" diameter 

multi-coloured ball. Great for safe play and 
developing hand-eye coordination.

PSCH20

DELUXE BOCCE SET
Eight balls, 3.5" diameter and 1.26 lb. 
One foam 1.25" wooden jack 
Measuring Tape 
Zippered Carry Bag

ODBP11

INDOOR FOAM HORSESHOE SET
Two Yellow Horseshoes 
Two Red Horseshoes 
Two Blue Horseshoes 
One Target Peg

PFHS
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8" Velcro Mitts 
2.5" Ball

MONO FLING SET
Two Nets 
Foam covered handles 
3" Diameter Ball

MF2

INDOOR BROOM BALL SET
Six 31" Yellow Sticks 
Six 31" Red Sticks 
One ball

BBS

QUICK CRICKET SET
One Wicket 
One PU Cricket Ball 
One 32" Bat 
Carry Bag

G209

new look!
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Scooters Paddles & Scoops

SCOOTER BOARD STACKING SYSTEM
Store your scooter boards neatly 
and prevent breakage, loss and 

mess! Easy to assemble, this 
aluminum scooter board holder fits 
up to 10 of our 12" or 16" scooter 

boards. 48" H with 22" W base.
SBSR

SCOOTER BOARD HOCKEY SET
Includes 12 short sticks (6 red, 6 
yellow) and one high density 2” W 
foam ball.
WS782

PICKLE BATS
These one-piece 15" pickle bats are 
made of heavy duty molded ABS 
construction and have 9 holes drilled 
into the paddle. Wrist strap included 
for safety.
PT15 - YELLOW ONLY 
PT15S - RAINBOW SET OF 6

COOSH BALL SET
Fun game to be played indoors 
or out. Teaches eye and hand 
coordination with the soft, safe 
coosh ball to bounce back and 
forth. 
CB1 - BALL ONLY 
CBS2 - SET, 2 PADDLES AND BALL

HI-LI SCOOPS
Safe, flexible and durable. 16" 
Scoops and 3.5" Whiffle balls.
SCB102 - TWO YELLOW SCOOPS AND A BALL 
PSCB6 - SET OF 6 RAINBOW SCOOPS AND BALLS 
SCB101 - INDIVIDUAL SCOOP ONLY

SCOOTER PADDLES
ABS plastic shafts are 27" in length 
with foam handles and a high 
density foam ball end for traction. 
Sold in pairs.
PSP2

SCOOTER BOARDS
Supporting up to 175 lb. and with 

reinforced ABS plastic with ribs, these 
scooters are available in blue or yellow.  

Casters are "full round" non marking 
ball casters, best for a smooth roll and 

easy directional changes.
PS4 - 12" X 12" 

PS6 - 12" X 16" WITH HANDLES 
PSX - REPLACEMENT CASTERS
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Hoops & Rings

1. FUSED HOOPS
Heavy duty plastic; tubular construction for shape 
retention 0.75" H. No staples, plugs or glue in 
joints. Available in 3 sizes and 4 colours.

24" DIAMETER

H24NB - BLUE  |  H24NG - GREEN  |  H24NO - ORANGE  |  H24NR - RED 

30" DIAMETER

H30NB - BLUE  |  H30NG - GREEN  |  H30NO - ORANGE  |  H30NR - RED

36" DIAMETER

H36NB - BLUE  |  H36NG - GREEN  |  H36NO - ORANGE  |  H36NR - RED

2. UTILITY BASE FOR HOOPS
The Multi Purpose 6" H x 8" base dome cone 
allows you to use it by itself as a cone marker 
or you can use it with speed rings, flat hoops or 
non-spiked slalom poles to create different fitness 
obstacles and markers. The cone can be filled with 
sand, water or any other material to give it weight. 
Yellow only.
EB68

FLEXIBLE DIVING RINGS
These highly durable and flexible 6" 
rings are made of vinyl construction. 
Great for pools as they are weighted!

DK3B - BLUE  |  DK3G - GREEN 
DK3R - RED  |  DK3Y - YELLOW

FLAT HOOPS
These Speed Rings are extremely 
durable and virtually unbreakable 

under normal use! The unique design 
features a reinforced edge.

HF27 - 27" RED, YELLOW, BLUE OR GREEN 
HF24 - 24” RED, YELLOW, BLUE OR GREEN 

HF20 - 20” YELLOW ONLY 
PHF20S - 20” PREPACK OF 6 RAINBOW

DECK RINGS
Set of 6 rainbow coloured deck rings. 
Made of solid sponge rubber. 6" W. 

PDK1S

1

2
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BELL INSIDE!

AV
AILABLE IN 2 SIZES

SENSORY
Challenge your senses.

SENSORY JINGLE BALL SET
Never flat rubber ball jingles when moved. 
Ribbed outer cover for tactile sensation. 
8.5" in diameter. Includes set of 6 
blindfolds. Phthalate Free.
PSJB

BLINDFOLD SET
Set of 6 premium rainbow coloured 
blindfolds. Great for initiative group work 
or sensory work with elementary grades. 
Silk taffeta construction with an adjustable 
elastic strap.
PBFS

COOSH BALL
Super soft and safe. 3" 

diameter.
CB1

SQUELLET BALLS
A great ball for juggling or sensory 
work! These transparent vinyl balls 

reveal colourful plastic pellets inside.
PSQ70 - 70 MM  |  PSQ90 - 90 MM

PORCUPINE BALLS
These soft vinyl balls have a bumpy 

texture for irregular bounce and 
tactile sensation.

P44 - 4" GREEN ONLY  |  P77 - 7" ORANGE OR GREEN

DINO EGG BALL
Made of rubber, and shaped 
like an egg. Each ball has a 

diameter of 
6" and 8" height.

DINOEGG

BELL FOAM BALL
Ultra safe, these coated foam 
balls feature a bell inside. 7" 

diameter.
BELLFR7

CRYSTAL SPIKEY BALL
Great for sensory play 

because of the tiny spikes, 
these translucent balls also 

have great bounce.
CSBB6 - 6" BLUE  |  CSBR8 - 8" RED

EASY GRIP PLAYBALL SETS
Unique triangular texture cover is fantastic 
for grip. Soft blown PVC vinyl construction. 

Each set includes 6 balls in assorted rainbow 
colours. Phthalate free.

PGRIP8S - 8" DIAMETER  |  PGRIP3S - 3.5" DIAMETER



SOFTEX PLAYBALLS
Soft inflatable vinyl balls are extra 

thick and durable making these balls 
our best sellers for young school 

aged children. Available in 5 sizes, as 
well as rainbow sets of 6 in 2 sizes.

BEAN BAGS
Traditional cotton bean bag filled with 
recycled plastic pellets fill. Available in 
yellow, green, red and blue. 5” L x 4” W. Also 
available in a set of 12 (2 of each colour).
BB165B - BLUE  |  BB165G - GREEN  |  BB165P - PURPLE 
BB165R - RED  |  BB165Y - YELLOW  |  BB165O - ORANGE 
PBBS - SET OF 12

NUMBERED BEAN BAG SET
These 4" x 4" bean bags are numbered 1-10 
with English text, numeric and dots to count. 
Constructed with a cotton nailhead outer 
and child-safe filling. 
PBBRS

3" DIAMETER 
P30 - WHITE  |  P30X - ORANGE 

P30Y - YELLOW  |  P30RS - RAINBOW SET OF 6

4" DIAMETER 
P40Y -  YELLOW

6" DIAMETER 
P60Y - YELLOW

8" DIAMETER 
P80Y - YELLOW  |  P80RS - RAINBOW SET OF 6

BE
ST SELLER!
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SENSORY BALL SETS
Sets of 6 rainbow coloured balls covered 
in raised “bumps” for irregular bounce 
and tactile sensations. Soft blown vinyl 

construction balls come in 2 sizes. 
Phthalate free.

PSEN85 - 8" DIAMETER  | PSEN3S - 5" DIAMETER

VINYL RUBBER BEAN BAG SET
Double reinforced phthalate free 
vinyl construction. This set of 
6 rainbow-coloured bean bags 
has no seams to split and leak. 
Waterproof and washable, each 
bean bag is filled with non-toxic 
plastic pellets. 5" x 5" size.
PBBR6

BEAN BAGS
Teamwork, cooperation & fun!

BEAN BAG SCARF SET
Each bean bag scarf weighs 28.35 g with a 
10" long nylon scarf attached. Sold in set of 
6 rainbow colours.
BBSS6

BEAN BAG TARGET SET
Portable and easy-to-read. 
Made of durable fabric 
polyester with mesh pockets 
and plastic stand.

Twelve 4"x4" bags 
One Target

BBTNS



PARACHUTES
Multi-coloured 
Parachute is made 
of flame retardant 
nylon construction. 
Comes with Nylon 
Carry stuff sack.
PP6 - 6' WITH 8 HANDLES 
PP12 - 12' WITH 12 HANDLES 
PP20 - 20' WITH 20 HANDLES 
PP24 - 24' WITH 20 HANDLES 
PP30 - 30' WITH 24 HANDLES 
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Tossables

JR. TOSSABLE CHICKEN
This tossable Jr. chicken is 
constructed of PVC. Very safe 
and non-toxic. 
AC2PVC

TOSSABLE CHICKEN
This tossable chicken is constructed 
of PVC. Very safe and non-toxic. 20" 
in length.
AC1PVC

TOSSABLE RUBBER PIG
This latex constructed pig is 17" 
in Length, and squeaks when it is 
squeezed!
AP1

PARACHUTE KIT 
PARAKIT

Includes:  
• Set of six Rainbow 4" Whiffle Balls 
• Ultra Skin Ball - Red 
• Set of six Rainbow Softex Balls 

• PVC Tossable Chicken 
• Two 24" Beach Balls 
• Two Giant Inflatable Fish

new!

new!

new!



BALANCE & MOVEMENT
Find your balance.

200 LB W
EIGHT RESTRICTIO

N

ECONOMY HOP BALL
Great price point hop 
& jump ball. Durable 
PVC construction. 
Phthalate and lead 
free. 2 grab handles 
make it easy to hold 
onto. 
HB45 - 45 CM, AGES 5-7 
HB55 - 55 CM, AGES 7-9 
HB65 - 65 CM, AGES 9+

WOBBLE DISK
Made of heavy duty PVC, ideal for 
physiotherapy, chiropractic and 

rehabilitation centres. Inflate wobble disk 
for desired level of difficulty. 

300kg anti-burst rating. 13.5" W x 3" H.
F1301

BALANCE DISK
This disc can be used sitting, standing 

on or as a balance stone. 13” W x 2.5” H. 
Made of latex free, PVC vinyl. 

F030

TRI-LEVEL BALANCE BOARD
Made from durable ABS plastic, 

virtually unbreakable under normal 
use, 14” diameter, textured surface 
prevents slipping, unique bottom 

adjustment for 3 levels of difficulty.
FB2500

BALANCE PAD
Super soft foam acts as an unstable base so your 

stabilizing muscles work harder. 
20" L x 15.75" W x 2.75" H.

BALPAD

BALANCE PODS
A pair of inflatable domes that 
improve dynamic balance and 
coordination. 6” in diameter and 
3” in height when fully inflated. 
Textured top surface.
F6501

MOON HOPPER
Extra tough 7" vinyl ball 
embedded within a 15" ABS ring. 
200 lb weight restriction.
J50

SOFT BALANCE BEAM
The soft balance beam is great for balance, mobility, 

standing stability, and motor-skill training. Balance Pads 
improve joint stability through moderate instability.

BALBEAM



MEGA TUNNEL
Keep kids practicing their 
crawling or duck walks 
in this enormous nylon 
rainbow coloured tunnel. 
This jumbo sized tunnel 
measures 3.6 m long and 
has a diameter of 90  cm.
TUNMEGA
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TUNNEL OF FUN
Each arc-shaped tunnel is made of four 
coloured panels, two solid colours and 
two mesh. Children can easily be seen. 
Velcro at one end so multiple tunnels can 
be connected together. 95” L x 28” H.
TUN1

CATCH A CUP SET
Great for hand/eye coordination. 
Plastic rainbow set comes in red, blue, 
green, orange, purple and yellow.
PCACS

BUCKET STILTS
Heavy duty, durable plastic 
stilts. Come with reinforced 
rims and adjustable cord 
length. Pods are 4.75” W x 5” H. 
Supports up to 175 lb.
BKST5

EGG & SPOON SET
Set includes 6 assorted wooden 
painted eggs and 6 unpainted spoons.
P3165

SKIP BALL SET
Set of 6 comes with primary 
colour balls. Put your ankle in 
the ring and swing your leg to 
get the ball moving. 18” cord. 
5.5” diameter ankle ring.
PHBRS

JUNIOR RIBBON SET
Gymnastics inspired rainbow 
ribbon set of six. 72” L with 9” L 
matching wand.
PHBRS



By starting kids off young in a fitness-centric program, 

they become more aware of the importance of being 

physically active and build new habits that they will have 

for their entire lives.

The Kid-Fit Program features products that are safe 

and suitable for beginner users and can be used to 

educate them on the importance of building a healthy 

self-esteem while getting fit and having fun. Mind/body 

connections are made while fun and simple activities 

are performed. There is no competition in Kid-Fit, so it 

is inclusive, and kids will learn the value of being active. 

Products in the Kid-Fit Program have been tested with 

kids and educators and can be adapted for use with 

any special population. The products are also great for 

warm-up drills or to build certain athletic skills with 

younger players.

KID-FIT





CONCORDE NEOPRENE DUMBELL
The dumbbells are covered in a protective neoprene 
coating to prolong their life and maximize comfort 

and safety during workouts and exercises. Neoprene 
Dumbbells available in 1 lb - 15 lb 

FND2001 - 1 LB  |  FND2002 - 2 LB  |  FND2003 - 3 LBS  |  FND2005 - 5 LB 
FND2008 - 8 LB  |  FND2010 - 10 LB  |  FND2012 - 12 LB  |  FND2015 - 15 LB

JUNIOR BATTLE ROPE
30' long rope can be fixed at any 
point and used for conditioning 
exercises! Kid tested & approved.
BROPEJR

FITNESS DICE
Combine 6 basic exercises on one 
die with number of repetitions 
on the other. Durable cotton 
construction. 4.5" W. Workouts 
include: sit-ups, toe touch, jumping 
jacks, hop on one foot, push-ups 
and arm circles.
F2000

KID-FIT82

9" HIGH VISIBILITY VINYL CONES
Vinyl constructed, 9" x 5.5" x 5.5" base UV protected pylons. 

C9Y - YELLOW  |  C9O - ORANGE  |  C9G - GREEN  |  C9R - RED  |  C9BE - BLUE

CONCORDE HURDLES
Constructed of a soft, flexible material that collapses on 

contact and bounces back to it's original position. With two 
variations in sizes, the possibility of drills are endless.

FSH6 - 6"  |  FSH12 - 12"

new!

new look!



1. BALANCE PODS
A pair of inflatable domes that improve 
dynamic balance and coordination. 6" in 
diameter and 3" in height. Textured surface.
F6501

2. WOBBLE DISK
Made of heavy duty PVC, ideal for 
physiotherapy, chiropractic and 
rehabilitation centres. Inflate wobble disk for 
desired level of difficulty. 
300kg anti-burst rating. 13.5" W x 3" H.
F1301

3. BOSU SPORT
A smaller version of the original BOSU® 
Balance Trainer (65  ), constructed with the 
same rim and base style. The sleek, compact 
design of the BOSU® Sport 50 cm Balance 
Trainer allows for easy transportation and 
storage, quick positioning for any type of 
workout, and is ideal for fitness enthusiasts 
and athletes of all ages. Product diameter of 
50 cm or 22" and weight limit of 250 lb.
BOSUSPORT

1

2

3



CONCORDE ELITE AGILITY LADDER
Made with heavy-duty plastic rungs 
and connected by ultra-strong 
nylon webbing. Extra durable for 
indoor and outdoor use. Rungs are 
spaced 17" apart. Includes carry 
bag as well as connector clips for 
additional ladders. Retail Packaging 
available.
AL4 - 4M  |  AL8 - 8M

CONCORDE GLIDING DISCS
The Concorde Gilding Discs come 
in a 7" diameter to accommodate 
almost any user. Double sided for 

carpet and hard flooring!
CGD

REACTION BALL
The Reaction Ball is made of dense 
rubber construction for durability. 

The Reaction Ball with vary in 
colour pending on availability. 

BT35 - 3.5" RED, BLUE, GREEN, YELLOW

EASY TO CLEAN SURFACE!

GYM MAT
The Gym Mat is perfect for use at commercial training facilities 
or in the home. The black, vinyl construction is built to last and 
the foam core provides a comfortable padding between you 
and the ground for stretching. 4'  L x 2'  W x 1.5" thickness.
EM4X2

new!

HANGING MAT
The Concorde Hanging Mat is made from Pthalate 
Free PVC material with 2 grommets 19” apart for 
easy hanging on the Yoga Mat Storage Rack. 68” 
x 24”, 6 mm thickness. Webbed design provides 
added durability, easy to clean, antimicrobial.
HEM6
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SKIPPING

THIN GRIP SPEED ROPE
Thin Neoprene grip handle 

for extreme grip that 
connects to the rope with a 

bearing designed specifically 
for high-speed rotation. The 

vinyl coated cable is light 
and adjustable with sturdy 
screws to suit your height.

CFXTGSR

CONCORDE SPEED ROPE
Cost efficient and durable. 

7',8', 9', 10', 16' and 30'.
Y89/7 - 7' YELLOW  |  Y89/8 - 8' BLUE 

 Y89/9 - 9' GREEN  |  Y89/10 - 10' ORANGE 
Y89/16 - 16' RED  |  Y89/30 - 30' DARK BLUE

DOUBLE UNDER SPEED ROPE
Made from ultra-thin cable 

encased in vinyl with a 
unique handle connection 

point. 11' in length and 
adjustable for a custom fit. 

Llight-weight handles 
6.5" long. 

DUSR

PRO'S CHOICE SPEED ROPE
Features a 9', non-kink PVC 

rope with non-slip EVA foam-
padded handles. Includes 
precision ball bearings for 
maximum rotation speed.

Y100

SOFT GRIP SPEED ROPE
Features lightweight 

handles with an ergonomic 
soft-touch grip. Bushing 

design for fast and smooth 
rotation. Easily adjustable 

10' vinyl-covered cable.
CFXROPE1

CABLE SPEED ROPE
Features PVC-covered wire cable, 

non-slip handles and precision 
ball bearings to ensure maximum 
rotational speed and smoothness. 

9' length.
Y460

COREFX SPEED ROPE
Features a non-slip 

handles and PVC 
non-twist rope design. 

Extremely versatile with 
removable caps to adjust 

rope length to 9'.
CFXSR



There’s a reason top personal trainers, coaches and 

fitness professionals turn to 360 Athletics for their 

products selection. With hundreds of fitness tools and 

key brands such as COREFX, Concorde, TriggerPoint, 

BOSU, AirRelax, FuelBelt, Hyperice, Balega and 

Harbinger, we’ve got everything needed to get you 

warmed up, worked out and stretched out. Our fitness 

tools and accessories are known for their outstanding 

quality and functionality. 

To view our whole fitness collection, visit our website:

WWW.360ATHLETICS.COM

FITNESS







COREFX is more than fitness and training 

equipment. It is a statement. It is a commit-

ment to the best. It is the ultimate solution 

that athletes are looking for to unleash their 

maximum potential and push to greatness. 

With cutting-edge product innovations and 

real-world field testing, the entire line of 

high-performance products are strategically 

designed to redefine peak performance and 

deliver the most complete line of strength 

and conditioning gear.

To bridge the gap between relentless train-

ing and pure athletic development, COREFX 

has developed new and advanced training 

methodologies to allow athletes to harness 

the full potential of the entire product line. 

To match athlete’s unbridled dedication to 

training, we have forged this synergistic 

relationship between equipment and edu-

cation. This is the true secret to fully realize 

your Strength From Within.
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THE GOODLIFE 
CONNECTION 

With over 300 locations across 

the country using COREFX, 

you can depend on this great 

brand of products! 

EDUCATION
COREFX® Education is based on a training and coaching 

methodology founded on building athleticism. The 

training foundation is built on stabilization, rotation, 

balance and integrated, whole body coordination. 

Drill and technique progressions transfer to real-life 

and sport, and from fitness enthusiast to professional 

athlete. COREFX® Education is rooted in science and 

practical application, but also focuses on the right mix 

of individual training, small group training and partner 

challenge experiences to round out program design 

that is fun, engaging and complete. 
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STRENGTH
Push your limits!

SANDBAG
A revolutionary design that features upgraded stitching, 
military-inspired materials, six industrial handles and a 
tough-as-nails inner holding bag.

Includes four inner bags made of oxford cloth and have a 
secure velcro sealing system to prevent spilling. Each bag 
holds up to 10 LB.

Sand not included.
CFXSB

20 LB WEIGHTED VEST
The COREFX Pro Adjustable 
Weighted Vest has a 
unique design allowing for 
full range of motion. The 
adjustable weighted vest 
lets the user increase or 
decrease the weight on the 
vest by adding/removing 
individual weighted bars, 
10 pockets providing a 
maximum weight of 20 lb.
CFXPWV20

40 LB WEIGHTED VEST
The unique design lets 
the user increase or 
decrease the weight 
on the vest by adding 
or removing individual 
2.2 lb. weighted bars. 
18 pockets provides a 
maximum weight of 
40 lb. Ergonomic 
military-style design 
for performance 
and comfort.
PWV40
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KETTLEBELL
These kettlebells feature a protective rubber coating the 

entirety of the bell designed to help prevent scuffs and chips.

Weights clearly 
printed on the top.

Has a dual-surface 
textured bell for an 
ultimate grip.

CFXKB10 - 10 LB | CFXKB15 - 15 LB 
CFXKB20 - 20 LB | CFXKB25 - 25 LB 
CFXKB30 - 30 LB | CFXKB35 - 35 LB 
CFXKB40 - 40 LB | CFXKB50 - 50 LB  

 CFXKB45 - 45 LB | CFXKB55 - 55 LB

1. ULTRA-GRIP WALL BALLS
Soft-filled medicine ball with ultimate durability and shape 
retention. Panels reinforced with stitching. Unique ultra-grip 
honeycomb texture. 14" Diameter.
UGWB6 - 6 LB  |  UGWB8 - 8 LB  |  UGWB10 - 10 LB  |  UGWB12 - 12 LB 
UGWB14 - 14 LB  |  UGWB16 - 16 LB  |  UGWB18 - 18 LB  |  UGWB20 - 20 LB

2. WALL BALLS
At 14" in diameter, the Wall Balls are composed of ultra strong PVC 
panels reinforced with triple stitching at every seam and thicker 
skin for a unique texture and enhanced grip.
CFXWB4 - 4 LB  |  CFXWB6 - 6 LB  |  CFXWB8 - 8 LB  |  CFXWB10 - 10 LB 
CFXWB12 - 12 LB  |  CFXWB14 - 14 LB  |  CFXWB16 - 16 LB  |  CFXWB18 - 18 LB 
CFXWB20 - 20 LB

3. SLAM BALLS
Designed with extra-grippy rubber schells and filled with sand 
for a low bounce. These balls have a reinforced air-nozzle so 
you can slam without fail.
CFXSLB5 - 5 LB  |  CFXSLB8 - 8 LB  |  CFXSLB10 - 10 LB  |  CFXSLB15 - 15 LB 
CFXSLB20 - 20 LB  |  CFXSLB25 - 25 LB  |  CFXSLB30 - 30 LB  |  CFXSLB35 - 35 LB

4. MEDICINE BALLS
Air-filled medicine balls with a durable and burst-resistant rubber 
casting. These balls have a non-slip dual-surface grip design.
CFXRMB6 - 6 LB  |  CFXRMB8 - 8 LB  |  CFXRMB10 - 10 LB  |  CFXRMB12 - 12 LB 
CFXRMB15 - 15 LB  |  CFXRMB20 - 20 LB

new!

DUAL-TEXTURE

1

2

3

4
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5. LANDMINE HANDLE
A training accessory that can be used in conjunction with 

the Landmine Post and works with almost any Olympic 
bar. The 1.25" handle and 3.25" contoured ball is great for 

grip-strength style training and allows for various single and 
double hand grips. The Landmine weighs 7.10 lbs, and is 

easy to lock-down for added safety, 23.25″ L x 3.25″ W.
CFXLMH

6. LANDMINE POST
7-gauge steel, 11-inch bar insert sleeve that will fit the 

majority of standard Olympic bars. This sleeve is designed 
to pivot 360 degrees in a fluid motion. The COREFX 

Landmine Post weight capacity is 315 lbs. Features a base 
post length is 7.25″, and sleeve length 11.5″.

CFXLMP

5

6

SIMPLE, PORTABLE SOLUTIONS 
FOR INCREASING EXPLOSIVENESS 

AND RANGE OF MOTION.

Use a pair of 
bumper plates or 

45-pound metal 
plates for mounting 
your landmine post!

FITNESS STORAGE

- Medicine ball racks 
- Kettlebell rack 
- Battle rope hanger 
- Skipping rope &

toner cart

PAGE 118
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POWER SYSTEM
Features one adjustable harness with 
padded shoulder straps, an 8.3' dual sled 
strap with heavy duty carabiners with two 
d-ring soft-grip pull handles. There are 
endless training possibilities as you can 
customize your workout with the option to 
use the padded harness or soft-grip handles.
CFXHPS

Adjustable harness 
8.3' dual-sled strap 
2 d-ring soft grip handles
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PUSH SLED
Our sled is made to out last even the most rigorous 
workouts. Constructed of heavy duty 7 gauge and 11 
gauge steel, includes plastic ski attachments to help 
protect the floors and allow for better movements on 
grass, turf, concrete or asphalt.
CFXPSLED

new!

One-piece steel construction 
Floor protection skis 
Multi-purpose



CARDIO
Sweat it.

TRAINING CONE SET OF 20
Place in various configurations 
and use the different colors 
to indicate direction changes.  
Soft plastic and flexible.

10 Red cones 
10 Grey cones 
Plastic carrier

CFXSCSET

REACTION BALL
The perfect reaction training 
tool for improving hand-eye 
coordination. This multi-sport 
tool is a great addition to quick 
feet drills and will help to 
increase position awareness. 
Works well solo or against a 
wall! Constructed of silicone 
for a superior bounce!
CFXRB
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2-IN-1 ADJUSTABLE HURDLES
Improve explosive speed, boost 
coordination and enhance performance! 
This set of 5 hurdles can be easily stored 
and adjusted in height to suit the difficulty 
of drill that you or your players are looking 
to perform. Rotate the base of the hurdles 
to adjust the height from 8" to 12". 
Carry bag Included.
CFXH5

SPEED LADDER (30')
The COREFX Speed Ladder comes with 2 
x 15ft sections that are 20" wide that can 
be clipped together for extended patterns 
and drills. Carry Bag Included.
CFXLAD1

SKILL SLIDE
Uses a proprietary mat surface that has 
a non-slip surface on one side to hold 
the mat in place while the user stays in 
motion. Can be adjusted in any length up 
to 8 ft, comes with booties that can be 
worn over running shoes with a reinforced 
push bar. 

Adjustable slide board 
Pair of booties 
Carry bag

CFXSLIDE



1. COVERED BATTLE ROPE
Takes our traditional battle rope to the next level. 
With a commercial grade nylon cover designed to 
withstand vigorous use, you can count on this rope 
having a superior lifespan. The COREFX Covered 
Battle Rope is 1.5" in diameter, 50' in length, weighs 
28 lb. The heat-sealed plastic boot cover for each 
handle provides superior grip. 
CFXCBROPE

2. BATTLE ROPE
This fitness training rope is made from 100% pure 
nylon meaning it has the ultimate undulation 
properties compared to any other material. The 
COREFX Battle Rope is 1.5" in diameter, 50' in 
length and weighs 27 lb.
BROPE

3. BRAIDED BATTLE ROPES
The Braided Battle Rope is made from durable 
braided polyester over a multifilament 
polypropylene core to give it an extremely durable 
and long lasting lifespan. It is 1.5" in diameter and 
comes in two different lengths 30 ft (15 lb) and 50 ft 
(23 lb). The Battle Rope features very comfortable 
synthetic leather handles with an extreme grip.

PBROPE30 - 30' ROPE  |  PBROPE50 - 50'  ROPE

WALL MOUNT BRACKET
Ideal for multi workouts for various 
suspension and resistance trainers, 
including, battle ropes, toners and 
strength bands. Accommodates 
battle ropes 1.5" in diameter. Screws 
and wall plugs included
BROPEDRING

WALL MOUNT HANGER
This battle rope wall mount hanger 
is a quick and easy way of storing 
battle ropes, in which you simply 
wrap the battle rope around it for 
easy and convenient storage. 
BROPEWMH

new!
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RESISTANCE PARACHUTE
The extra durable 54" diameter 36" lead 
parachute design and adjustable waist 
belt are designed for use on the field as 
well as on the ice. Includes an adjustable 
belt, ultra-strong parachute with nylon 
webbing connections for stabilization. 
Includes a carry bag for easy storage! 
Push your speed performance to the max 
with the COREFX Resistance Parachute.
SCP54

new look!
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3-IN-1 ANTI-SLIP FOAM PLYOBOX
The COREFX 3-in-1 Anti-Slip Foam Plyobox will 
help you gain confidence when practicing box 
jumps on the Plyobox. The extra grippy anti-slip 
PU material will ensure extreme control for a 
safe workout. Easily rotate the plyobox for three 
different heights: 20″, 24″, 30″.
ASPLYO

new!



3-IN-1 PLYOBOX
Alternate between three heights: 20", 24" and 30" all 
with a simple turn of the box! Features a sturdy plywood 
construction with rounded edges for safe jumping. Ships 
unassembled to minimize freight costs. 
CFXPLYO

3-IN-1 FOAM PLYOBOX
High density foam, covered with anti-slip material. 
Constructed of high density anti-slip foam to allow for a 
secure jump, while holding up to 300 pounds. Alternate 
between three heights: 20", 24", 30" all with a simple turn 
of the box! 
CFX3PLYOFOAM

STACKABLE PLYOBOX
Features a soft landing surface that absorbs impact - 
eases shock & decreases stress on ankles, knees & hips 
while providing a firm exterior for explosive plyometric 
movements. This Plyobox is great for improving your 
functional fitness levels, and allows you to stack the 
plyoboxes to 6", 12" and 20" for a customized workout. 
Each box has a self-fastening strip so they can be stacked 
and secured together.
CFXSTCKPLY6 - 6" 
CFXSTCKPLY12 - 12" 
CFXSTCKPLY20 - 20"
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new!



11' length, adjustable for a custom fit 

Vinyl covered, ultra-thin cable design 

Bushing design for fast and smooth rotation 

Lightweight handles with ergonomic grip

those who don' t jump will never fly.
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DOUBLE UNDER 
SPEED ROPE

DUSR

THIN GRIP 
SPEED ROPE

CFXTGSR

10' length, adjustable for a custom fit 

Vinyl covered, ultra-thin cable design 

Bushing design for fast and smooth rotation 

Aluminum handle with neoprene grip



10' length, adjustable for a custom fit 

Vinyl covered, ultra-thin cable design 

Bushing design for fast and smooth rotation 

Lightweight handles with ergonomic grip

-  L E E N A  A H M A D  A L M A S H A T

Removable handle caps to adjust length to 9' 

PVC non-twist rope design 

TPR web non-slip grip handles

those who don' t jump will never fly.
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SOFT GRIP 
SPEED ROPE

CFXROPE1

SPEED ROPE
CFXSR





1

2

2-IN-1

DUAL-SURFACE GLIDERS
Features layered felt for gliding on hard 
surfaces and detachable ABS plastic bases 
for gliding on Carpet. Offer a unique, 
textured foam cushion to provide traction 
and support. Includes carry bag. 
CFXGLIDE

1. WOBBLE BOARD
Features a textured non-slip grippy 
surface, great for a variety of foot, hand 
or sitting positions. High-center EVA/
TPA soft 12 cm foam base, allows for a 
floating balance in all directions. 
BALBRDA

2. ROCKER BOARD
Treaded EVA/TPE foam cylinder base 
allows for a challenging balance side to 
side. Features a large textured non-slip 
grippy surface and 8 cm base height 
allowing for a variety of foot, hand or 
sitting positions. 
BALBRDR

ANTI-BURST BALL
With an anti-burst rating of 580 lb, this 
stability ball is built to last while you carve 
out a strong core. This stability ball comes 
in two different sizes, 55 cm and 65 cm in 
diameter and are 100% free from latex, 
lead, and phthalates!
CFXABSB55 - 55 CM 
CFXABSB65 - 65 CM

new!
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580 LB ANTI-BURST RATING!



HIGH-DENSITY FOAM ROLLER
The high density foam roller 36" length 
x 6" diameter made from EPP (Expanded 
Polypropylene) holds its shape, delivering deep 
tissue therapy where you need it most.  
CFXEPPFR36

RECOVERY BALL
Compact and dense design for tough hard-to reach 

muscles. Use it to loosen up a muscle before a 
workout, or after a workout to knead out knots and 
allow the muscle to recover faster. 2.25" diameter. 

CFXMSG

Order in qty's of 12 for retail packaging!

MUSCLE ACTIVATOR
The super dense material allows you to press into 
the ball and target deep trigger points. It is made 

with thermoplastic rubber material that is hygienic, 
durable, recyclable and hypoallergenic. It has a unique 

grooved pattern that helps you recover faster. 
CFXMSB
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ECO-FRIENDLY FOAM

RECOVERY
Relieve tension.



RECOVERY YOGA MAT
The perfect balance between firm stability and 
comfortable cushioning. The recovery mat provides you 
with extreme grip throughout your sweaty hot yoga, 
stretching and recovery sessions. Measuring in at 72″ 
long x 26″ wide and 0.5 cm thick. Features an alignment 
system that works as a navigational tool for your 
recovery or yoga workout. 
CFXRMAT

new!



STRENGTH LOOP
Our elite 3” strength loops are made of a non-slip 
design, ensured to stay in place and prevent slipping 
or rolling throughout your workout. Made of polyester 
and latex with reinforced stitching that is soft to touch 
as well as sweat resistant. Features machine washable 
polyester and latex with reinforced stitching. Available 
in two sizes.
CFXSLS - SMALL  |  CFXSLM - MEDIUM

RESISTANCE
Strive for progress.



STORE DISPLAY AVAILABLE
 24" TV INCLUDED

SALES@360ATHLETICS.COM

STRENGTH BAND
Bands can be used to help to 
warm up, stretch and recover. 
Premium-grade rubber for the 
highest quality finish that stands 
up to whatever punishment 
your workout can dish out. Each 
strength band has been quality 
tested and inspected.

STBA1 - 0.5", 15-35 LB 
STBA2 - 0.86", 25-65 LB 
STBA3 - 1.3", 35-85 LB 
STBA4 - 1.8", 50-125 LB 
STBA5 - 2.8", 65-175 LB 
STBA6 - 3.3", 5-230 LB

PRO LOOPS
These 10" x 2" COREFX Pro Loops 
are ideal for strengthening, 
toning, rehabilitation and 
stretching. Great for lower body 
workouts and glute activation for 
a tighter stronger booty. Each 
loop is made from medical grade 
latex and has been quality tested 
and inspected.

CFXPL1 - LIGHT, 5-7 LB 
CFXPL2 - MEDIUM, 1O-12 LB 
CFXPL3 - HEAVY, 15-20 LB 
CFXPL4 - X-HEAVY, 20-30 LB 
CFXPL4SET - SET OF 4

POWER TUBES
The Power Tubes are made from 
top-grade 100% natural latex for 
maximum durability and stretch. 
Available in five different weight 
resistance levels that have been 
strength-tested to determine 
reliable weight-resistance levels to 
provide you with a variety of options 
pending on your workout routine! 

 
CFXRB1 - 4' LIGHT, 10LB (RED/WHITE)  
CFXRB2 - 4' MEDIUM, 15 LB (RED/RED) 
CFXRB3 - 4' HEAVY, 20 LB (RED/BLUE) 
CFXRB4 - 4' VERY HEAVY, 30 LB (RED/GREY) 
CFXRB5 - 4' ULTRA HEAVY, 50 LB (RED/BLACK)

ADVANCED TONER
Its durable design features a red 
polypropylene covering for extreme 
protection of the premium-grade 
resistance tubing core and ultra-
strong safety sleeve. The industrial 
strength plastic handles give you 
the best resistance tubing for 
safety, durability and function.
 
CFXAT1 - 4' LIGHT, 10LB (RED/WHITE)  
CFXAT2 - 4' MEDIUM, 13LB (RED/RED)   
CFXAT3 - 4'HEAVY, 20LB (RED/BLUE)    
CFXAT4 - 4' VERY HEAVY, 30LB (RED/TAUPE)  
CFXAT5 - 4' ULTRA-HEAVY, 10LB (RED/BLACK)   
CFXAT6 - 6' MEDIUM, 15LB (RED/RED)  
CFXAT7 - 6' HEAVY RESISTANCE, 20LB (RED/BLUE)  
CFXAT8 - 6' VERY HEAVY RESISTANCE, 30LB (RED/TAUPE) 

PRO LOOPS: ULTRA-WIDE
These 12.5" x 3" COREFX 
Pro Loops are ideal for 
strengthening, toning, 
rehabilitation and stretching. 
Great for lower body workouts 
and glute activation for a tighter 
stronger booty. Each loop is 
made from medical grade latex 
and has been quality tested 
and inspected. The Ultra-Wide 
quality of these bands helps to 
prevent rolling, to maximize your 
performance.

CFXPML1 - LIGHT, 4-8 LB 
CFXPML2 - MEDIUM, 1O-12 LB 
CFXPML3 - HEAVY, 14-18 LB 
CFXPML4 - X-HEAVY, 20-25 LB 
CFXPML5 - SET OF 4

Please contact our customer 
service team for more details.
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Strengthen, Tone & Stretch For Beginners to Advanced Athletes

Quality Tested & InspectedPortable & Versatile

MINI BANDS SET
Designed to meet the needs of athletes who want to stretch, strengthen and 
tone in style. Made from all natural, premium-grade rubber used to target 
specific muscle groups. 
CFXMBSET

LIGHT: 4-7 LB
MEDIUM: 8-11 LB
STRONG: 12-18 LB

Three mini bands 
Carry Bag 
Online training
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ULTRA-WIDE BANDS SET
The COREFX Ultra-Wide Band set is designed to not roll or slip out of place when 
working out. Made from all natural, premium-grade rubber. 
CFXWBSET

STRENGTH BANDS SET
Designed to meet the needs of athletes who want to stretch, strengthen and 
tone in style. Made from all natural, premium-grade rubber that can withstand 
the toughest workouts. 
CFXSBSET

FLAT BANDS SET
Adheres to the curves of your body for a comfortable, low-impact exercise that 
adds resistance to the natural motions of your body. 
CFXFBSET

LIGHT: 4-7 LB
MEDIUM: 7-10 LB
STRONG: 12-18 LB

LIGHT: 20-30 LB
STRONG: 25-60 LB

LIGHT: 3-5 LB
MEDIUM: 7-10 LB
STRONG: 12-15 LB

Three ultra-wide bands 
Carry Bag 
Online training

Two strength bands 
Door Anchor 
Carry Bag 
Online training

Three flat bands 
Door Anchor 
Carry Bag 
Online training
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NEXGEN HOME
The four easy-to-distinguish textured 
quadrants allow for precise body 
positioning and cueing for cardio, agility, 
strength, core, balance and mobility 
exercises and drills. The textured 
markings also allow for enhanced grip 
for hands and feet. Recommended for 
personal use.
BOSURETNEXG

new!

BALANCE TRAINER 
Features a 8 lb upgraded bladder, maximum 

user weight limit – 300 lb. Also includes a foot 
pump and 4-in-1 training DVD. Recommended 

for personal use. 90-day warranty; No 
warranty for commercial use. 

BOSURET - BLUE

NEXGEN PRO
Features 4 quadrants to help with positional cueing 

and enhanced grip for hands and feet! The options and 
exercise progressions are endless, as it can be used 

for cardio, agility, strength, core, balance and mobility 
exercises and drills!

BOSUPRONEXGEN - BLUE  |  BOSUPRONEXGBLK - BLACK
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BOSU SPORT
The sleek, compact design of the 

BOSU® Sport 50 cm Balance Trainer 
allows for easy transportation and 
storage, quick positioning for any 
type of workout, and is ideal for 

fitness enthusiasts and athletes of all 
ages. Product diameter of 50 cm or 

22" and weight limit of 250 lb.
BOSUSPORT

BALLAST BALL
Designed with a weighted filler that 

allows it to stay put when not in use. 
Constructed of high-quality, burst-

resistant material and has a six-sided 
design for proper alignment and 

positioning. Can be inflated between 
55 cm and 65 cm. 6.5 lb. Includes 

training DVD & foot pump.
BOSUBLST

FEET
Rubber replacement feet 
intended for Home Use 

BOSU Balance Trainer. Sold 
individually.

BOSUFEET

BALANCE TRAINER PLUG
Replacement Plug intended for 

Home Use BOSU Balance Trainer 
and Balance Trainer Pro.

BOSUPLUG

BALAST PLUG
The BOSU Ballast Ball Plug is a 
replacement plug for the BOSU 

Ballast Ball.
BOSUBLSTPLUG

BALANCE TRAINER PRO
For fitness professionals and 

commercial gyms. Includes an 8 lb 
upgraded bladder, heavy-duty base 
and a 1-year commercial warranty. 

Allows users to work on and improve 
everything from cardio and strength 
to balance and flexibility! Maximum 

user weight limit – 350 lb.
BOSUPRO
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ELITE FIGURE-8
Elite Figure-8 Resistance Tubing is a 
simple piece of fitness equipment to add 
resistance to any upper or lower body 
exercise, available in 4 resistance levels 
from light-very heavy. Features foam 
handles that will absorb sweat and create 
a more secure connection point.  

LIGHT / YELLOW 
EF81

MEDIUM / GREEN 
EF82

HEAVY / RED 
EF83

FITNESS LOOPS
Versatile and portable resistance training tool, great 
for upper and lower body workouts, fitness loops 
contain latex for ultimate elasticity and durability. 
12" L x 2" W.

LIGHT / YELLOW 
FL1

MEDIUM / GREEN 
FL2

HEAVY / RED 
FL3

ULTRA HEAVY / BLUE 
FL4

new look!
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DOUBLE AB WHEEL
Includes 2 non-skid wheels 
for added stability when 
building and maintaining 
muscular tension through 
the midsection.
ABW1

AB WHEEL
Designed for a quiet 
smooth roll, featuring 
extra-wide soft foam 
handles that allows 
you to carve to the 
left, right and 
center. Includes 
an extra-thick 
non-slip 
knee pad.
ABW2

GLIDING DISCS
The Concorde Gilding Discs are Double 
sided for versatility and work on both 
carpet and hard floors. The smooth side 
are for carpeted areas and the fabric 
side are for hard floors. These workout 
sliding discs come in a 7" diameter to 
accommodate almost any user. 
CGD
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FITNESS STEP
The Concorde Fitness Step platform features shock-absorbing, 
anti-slip ribbed surface and non-skid rubber feet for stability and 
floor protection. 1 x 4” H step platform and 4 x 2” H risers make 
the step fully adjustable from 4” to 6” to 8” heights. 
Dimensions: 40” L x 14” W.
FSTP02

MINI AEROBIC STEP
Compact design, textured surface for maximum grip, easily 
adjusts to 5”, 7” and 9” heights. Non-skid rubber feet for stability 
and floor protection. Dimensions: 27.5” L x 10.5” W.
FSTMINI

new!



CONCORDE NEOPRENE DUMBBELL
The dumbbells are covered in a protective 
neoprene coating to prolong their life 
and maximize comfort and safety during 
workouts and exercises. Neoprene 
Dumbbells available in 1 lb - 15 lb. 
FND2001 - 1 LB  |  FND2002 - 2 LB  |  FND2003 - 3 LBS 
FND2005 - 5 LB  |  FND2008 - 8 LB  |  FND2010 - 10 LB 
FND2012 - 12 LB  |  FND2015 - 15 LB

AHB12391 - 1 KG / 2.2 LB 
AHB12392 - 2 KG / 4.4 LB 
AHB12393 - 3 KG / 6.6 LB

WRIST/ANKLE WEIGHTS
Provide added resistance during training workouts. Soft one-size 
fits-all wrist/ankle weights are made of neoprene for comfort. 
Adjustable Velcro closures. 

OLYMPIC WRAP PAD
Molded 1" thick foam, 14" long, with nylon 

shell and Velcro closure. Designed to fit 
Olympic bars and provides additional 

comfort when resting the bar.
ZBARPAD

REACTION BALL
This 3.5" reaction ball adds to quick feet 
drills and increasing awareness. Works 
in team settings or solo against a wall. 

Colours vary.
BT35

CONCORDE HURDLES
Constructed of a soft, flexible material that 
collapses on contact and bounces back to 
it's original position. With two variations in 
sizes, the possibility of drills are endless.

FSH6 - 6"  |  FSH12 - 12"
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ELITE AGILITY LADDER
Made with heavy-duty plastic rungs 
and connected by ultra-strong nylon 

webbing. Extra durable for indoor and 
outdoor use. Rungs are spaced 17" 
apart. Includes carry bag as well as 

connector clips for adding a ladder to 
the ends. Retail Packaging available.

AL4 - 4M  |  AL8 - 8M

PROFESSIONAL AGILITY LADDER
This 4m flat rung agility ladder is great for 
the field or in the gym. With nylon covered 

metal rungs it's virtually indestructible. 
Develop quick feet, improve coordination, 

speed and explosive power. 
AL4R



RAINFOREST ECO YOGA MAT
The Rainforest yoga mat 
is 100% Eco-friendly, latex 
free and non-toxic with an 
antibacterial, closed –cell 
design with a fabric-like finish 
on one side and a comfy, 
textured surface on the 
reverse. 100% recyclable and 
biodegradable. 24" x 71", 
4 mm Thickness
GM5

FOAM YOGA BRICKS
Made of lightweight foam, these 
yoga blocks allow you to gain 
support in balancing postures, 
inversions, and seated stretches at 
three different heights. The Foam 
Yoga Bricks are manufactured 
in an environmentally friendly 
fashion. Available in 3" (Dense) or 
4" (Super Dense) sizes.
YGB1 - 3"  |  YGB4 - 4"

PILATES BALL
Enhance traditional Pilates and 
yoga poses by adding elements of 
strength, intensity, and balance, 
with this pliable PVC, inflatable, 
8" diameter ball that assists in 
ensuring proper alignment. 
PB2806

WEIGHTED YOGA BALL
A lightweight solution that will 
add just enough difficulty to any 
yoga or pilates session. Each 
yoga ball made of soft vinyl outer 
shell, weighs 1 kg / 2.2 lb. Sold 
individually. 
F13001

YOGA STRAP
Made from 100% cotton and 
features a durable PVC plastic 
buckle. Each yoga strap is 6' 
long. The yoga strap is a great 
way to help train your body to 
deepen yoga postures.
YGS15
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TRAINING MAT
An extra thick comfort foam mat ideal for stretching, 
toning, yoga and pilates workouts. Its non-slip ribbed 
surface will keep the mat from sliding out from under 
you. 72" L x 24" W, 1/2" extra thick mat. Includes carry 
strap. 
NBRMAT

GYM MAT
Perfect for use at commercial 
training facilities or in the home. 
The black, vinyl construction is 
built to last and the foam core 
provides a comfortable padding 
between you and the ground for 
stretching. 48" L x 24" W x 1.5" 
thickness. 
EM4X2

TRI-FOLD MAT
Features extra wide dimensions (27in W x 70in L x 2in thick foam) 
as well as a tri fold option for easy storage (23in x 27in x 6.5in thick 
foam.) This provides you with more room and comfort for a variety 
of floor exercises. Easy to carry sewn in handles. 
TRIMAT

HANGING EXERCISE MAT 
IN STOCK OCT. 2019 

The Concorde Hanging Mat is 
made from Pthalate Free PVC 
material with 2 grommets 19” 
apart for easy hanging on the 

Yoga Mat Storage Rack. 68” x 24”, 
6 mm thickness. Webbed design 
provides added durability, easy 

to clean, antimicrobial.
HEM6
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HANGING MAT STORAGE RACK
HEM6RACK

SEE PAGE 118



STABILITY BALLS
The Concorde Anti-Burst Stability Ball is an advanced piece of 
fitness equipment manufactured from high-quality, 100% latex 
free materials with a unique, textured surface to prevent slippage. 
Features an anti-burst rating of 300 kg (660 lb.) Available in the 
three most popular sizes (55 cm, 65 cm and 75 cm)

SBALL55 - 55 CM, RED, SUGGESTED HEIGHT: 4’6” TO 5’3” 
SBALL65 - 65 CM, BLUE, SUGGESTED HEIGHT: 5’3” TO 6’ 
SBALL75 - 75 CM, YELLOW, SUGGESTED HEIGHT: 6’ +

FITNESS — CONCORDE120



TRI-LEVEL BALANCE BOARD
A pair of inflatable domes that improve 
dynamic balance and coordination. 6” 
in diameter and 3” in height when fully 
inflated. Textured top surface.
FB2500

BALANCE PAD
Super soft foam acts as an unstable base 
so your stabilizing muscles work harder. 
Ideal for balance, rehabilitation and 
coordination protocols. 20" L x 15.75" W 
x 2.75" H.
BALPAD

EVA FOAM ROLLERS
Crafted out of premium-grade, closed-cell EVA foam that is 
heat-sealed for maximum life of the product. This means that no 
longer do you need to worry about your foam roller picking up 
unwanted scents or growing harmful bacteria. The high-quality 
design of this roller ensures that it will maintain its shape and 
density even after heavy-duty use. Available in two lengths. 
FR2Y1 - 36"  |  FR2Y3 - 12"

SENSORY MASSAGE BALL SET
Relieve minor aches, tension and 
pains, promote blood flow and 
increase circulation with this set of 
one 7 cm and one 9 cm ball.
MBSET
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WOBBLE DISK
Made of heavy duty PVC, ideal for 
physiotherapy, chiropractic and 
rehabilitation centres. Inflate wobble disk 
for desired level of difficulty. 300kg anti-
burst rating. 13.5" W x 3" H.
F1301

BALANCE PODS
A pair of inflatable domes that improve 
dynamic balance and coordination. 6” 
in diameter and 3” in height when fully 
inflated. Textured top surface.
F6501



SKIPPING ROPE & TONER CART
Stores skipping ropes, flat 
bands and toners up to 9’ 
long. Features 12 hooks and 
casters with breaks. Can hold 
up to 200 skipping ropes! 
20" L x 20.25" W x 61" H.
SRC

WALL MOUNTED BATTLE ROPE HANGER
This battle rope wall mount hanger is a quick and easy way of 
storing battle ropes, in which you simply wrap the battle rope 
around it for easy and convenient storage.
BROPEWMH

FITNESS STORAGE
Everything has a place.

FITNESS — STORAGE122

HANGING MAT STORAGE RACK  
IN STOCK OCT. 2019 

This Storage Rack is made 
of a sturdy steel tube 
construction, made to store 
the Concorde Hanging Mat 
more efficiently. Features 
brackets 19” apart specially 
designed to hold 14 Yoga 
Mats on each side for a total 
of 28. 30" L  29" W x 72" H. 
24kg.
HEM6RACK

See hanging mats on pg. 115.
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MEDICINE BALL CART
The Deluxe Medicine Ball Cart is a perfect option 
for storing fitness equipment such as medicine 
balls, basketballs, slam balls or a variety of other 
sports equipment. 3 shelf frame made of 1” 
powder-coated square steel tubing. 3" diameter 
heavy-duty swivel casters. Holds up to 20 
medicine balls! 53" L x 9.5" W x 35" H.
B39

KETTLEBELL RACK
The Kettlebell Storage Rack is a two-tier storage 
solution that is great for any gym or workout 
room. The shelves are constructed out of durable 
steel and have a grip lining on each shelf to keep 
your kettlebells secure. Assembled size: 47″ W  x 
25.5″ D x 32″ H. Individual shelf size: 47″ W x 9″ D.
B39

SINGLE-SIDED MEDICINE BALL RACK
The unit is constructed out of durable 
steel with secure welding to keep your 

medicine balls or slam balls secure. 
Comes disassembled for easy shipping. 
Assembled size: 19″ W  x 20″ D x 60″ H 

Max. ball diameter: 11"
MBR1N

DOUBLE-SIDED MEDICINE BALL RACK
The unit is constructed out of durable 
steel with secure welding to keep your 
medicine balls, wall balls or slam balls 
secure. Comes disassembled for easy 

shipping. Assembled size: 21″ W  x 
24″ D x 70″ H. Max. ball diameter: 14″

MBR2N

BOSU STORAGE RACK
Stores and transports up to 14 fully-

inflated BOSU Balance Trainers. Made 
of durable steel, has heavy-duty, 

non-marking casters and fits through 
a standard doorway. Assembled size: 

49.5" L x 25" W x 76" H.
BOSUCART
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PRICING

All prices are subject to change without notice. Orders will be 
invoiced at pricing prevailing at time of shipment. All Canadian 
prices are Canadian dollars and F.O.B. Oakville (ON), taxes and 
freight not included. All USA prices are U.S. dollars and are F.O.B. 
Buffalo (NY), taxes and freight not included.

TERMS OF SALE

Terms are Net 30 days from Invoice date (unless otherwise 
specified).  
2% Interest will be charged on all delinquent accounts. 

All NEW customers are required to fill out and submit a 
completed Credit Application form before initial order can be 
processed. First order may require credit card payment as 
account/ terms are being processed.

ORDERS

All orders must be emailed to sales@360athletics.com. Failure to 
do so may result in a delay of your order being processed. Orders 
with a Dealer cost below $75.00 CDN will incur a service charge 
of $15.00 (unless approved by 360 Athletics). All drop shipped 
orders are subject to a $6.00 surcharge.

BACK ORDERS

All back orders will ship F.O.B. Oakville (ON) as soon as they are 
available to ship. Freight charges are extra.

LOSS / DAMAGE IN TRANSIT

360 Athletics is not be responsible for goods lost or damaged in 
transit. Any damage or shortage in carton must be noted on the 
carriers delivery receipt and reported directly to the delivering 
carrier.

PACKING ERRORS / ORDER SHORTAGES

Packing errors must be reported within 48 hours of receipt of 
shipment. All claims must be accompanied by an invoice number, 
shipping number and an itemization of all shortages/ overages 
by product code, size and quantity. Adjustments can be made 
through customer service. 

GENERAL RETURN POLICY

All returns must be pre-approved by 360 Athletic customer 
service department. Requests for approval of returns and Return 
Authorization number (RA#), must be received in writing via 
email or fax within 30 days of invoice date (unless approved by 
360 Athletics). Goods ordered in error may be returned with 
authorization only. They may be subject to a 15% restocking 
charge, and are not subject to freight prepayment.

All products must be returned in their original packaging, are in  
re-sellable condition and are free of price stickers.

All returns must be accompanied by a valid Return Authorization 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS
(RA) number. PLEASE SEND ALL RETURN REQUESTS TO: 
returns@360athletics.com. The RA # must be clearly marked 
on the outside of the shipping carton and/ or on the face of the 
shipping documents. Any returns not bearing a valid RA # may be 
shipped back  
to the customer at customer’s expense. 

DEFECTIVE RETURNS / WARRANTY POLICY

Warranty returns on defective items MUST be approved by 
customer service, and have a valid RA # issued prior to prepaid 
return shipment. Whether product is defective will be determined 
in 360 Athletics sole discretion. Credit will be issued upon 
inspection of goods (items that have been misused & abused will 
not be accepted). Please visit the warranty section of our website 
for all product warranty timelines.

SAMPLES

Discounted samples may be available upon request. Please 
contact customer service.

TERMINATION

360 Athletics may immediately terminate Customer’s ability, if 
any, to purchase goods on credit or otherwise at any time at 360 
Athletics sole discretion. This includes, but is not limited to, 360 
Athletics’ ability to terminate or refuse to ship orders placed by 
Customer.

LIMITATION ON DAMAGES; STATUTE OF LIMITATION

360 ATHLETICS WILL NOT BE HELD LIABLE FOR ANY LOSS OF 
PROFIT, INTERRUPTION OF BUSINESS OR ANY OTHER SPECIAL, 
CONSEQUENTIAL, OR INCIDENTAL DAMAGES SUFFERED OR 
SUSTAINED BY CUSTOMER.

FORCE MAJEURE

We strive to provide the best possible service and ship orders 
within 48 hours of receipt and confirmation of order. If we are 
unable to do so, the customer will be notified at the time of 
placing the order. If a delivery date is specified, that delivery date 
is delayed by reason beyond 360 Athletics reasonable control and 
if, as a result of such a delay, the goods ordered are unavailable, 
360 Athletics may substitute comparable goods. Additionally, 
in the event of a freight strike beyond 360 Athletics control, 
360 Athletics may ship goods via another carrier without being 
subject to any penalties.

EFFECTIVE JANUARY 1, 2018.

The following trademarks are owned by 360 Athletics: 
360 Athletics, COREFX, Concorde.

The following marks are trademarks of their respective owners, 
not 360 Athletics: 
TRX®, BOSU®, TRIGGERPOINT PERFORMANCE®, HYPERICE®, 
BALEGA®, HARBINGER®, FUELBELT®, AIR RELAX®
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info@vsp.net

Contact us for TEAM pricing
Communiquez avec nous pour le prix d’ÉQUIPE

official dealer  - distributeur officiel




